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VMCOimiSLiiD PUBLICIIl ttlJIlEAl] EXPENSES 
m«ED WITY’ BY miAL SAYMCH
The Vancouver Island 
Publicity Bureau made ap­
plication to Central Saanich 
council Monday for a grant to 
cover advertising expenses in 
promoting Vancouver Island.
However, council reaf­
firmed their position of 1975 
and stated that it was policy 
not to make grants of this 
nature.
The reason given for the 
lack of support was that 
council does not have the 
authority to spend tax dollars 
on charities that may not be 
supported by the community.
Alderman Donald 
MacLaurin said that this is a 
definite policy and no 
ceptions can be made.
ex-
SEWER POLICY QUERIED 
IN CENTRAL SAANICH
Central Saanich’s policy of 
allowing only properties 
adjacent to the road allowance 
to connect with the existing 
sewer main was discussed 
Monday at the Sewer and 
Water Committee meeting.
The discussion was 
prompted by an application 
from Mr. M.J. Peddlesden to 
hook into the municipal sewer 
line on Stelly’s Cross Road.
Peddlesden’s property, on 
Tomlinson Road, which is 135 
feet from the sewer system, 
will not perk and he cannot put 
in a septic tank.
“We’ve turned down 
properties adjacent to 
properties adjacent to the 
sewer line,’’ Alderman Ray 
Lament pointed out, 
“therefore we cannot at this 
point change our policy.’’
Sidney Alderman May Don Gas Mask
When the new library in Brentwood Shopping 
center opened on Saturday young Sonya 
Moore, West Saanich road was among the
first readers to pick out a book. Assisting her 
in a choice of reading material was her 
Mother, Margaret. (Review photo).
Neophyte Alderman Bob 
Wallace says he may wear a 
gas mask to the next meeting 
of Sidney council.
“There’s just too much 
smoke in the council cham­
ber,” said Wallace a physical 
fitness buff who runs at least 
three miles a day at the 
Victoria YMCA.
“I highly resent having to 
inhale smoke when I don’t 
have any choice in the mat­
ter,” continued. Wallace. 
“Why can’t we be like other 
organizations and take a 
coffee and smoke break? At 
the very least we could take 
the ash trays out of this 
room.”
As Wallace raised the 
matter the Mayor was in the 
process of lighting a 
cigarette; North Saanich Aid.
MW LIBRARY FOR BRENTWOOD RESIDENTS
By MARY KIERANS 
Well, dozens of Central
Saanich residents have 
discovered the newly 
decorated Branch of the 
Regional Library which 
opened in Brentwood on 
Saturday - and the consensus 
is that they Highly approve. 
The new Library is bright, 
colorful and imaginatively 
designed; the book collection 
is wide ranging; and the at­
mosphere is warm and 
friendly.
The Saturday opening was 
informal, attended by Central 
Saanich Council members 
who were welcomed by the 
Regional Library’s Director,
Fred White. Central Saanich’s 
Library Board Represen­
tative, George MacFarlane, ’ 
was especially interested in 
the new library, as were 
Board Representatives from 
Sidney, Chris Andersen, and 
North Saanich, Nell Horth.
Besides the regular 
collection of adult and 
children’s books, the new 
library features adult and 
juvenile paperbacks, 
magazines, large print titles, 
French language books, and 
cassettes. A regular book 
change each month will insure 
the addition of new books to 
the collection; and, most 
important, a catalogue listing 
the entire collection of the
Regional Library system 




subjects. This service is free.
The Brentwood Library is 
open 6 days a week, and 
Tuesday and Friday evenings 
until 8 p.m. All residents of 
Sidney, North Saanich and 
Central Saanich are now 
eligible to use both the 
Brentwood and Sidney-North 
Saanich Libraries.
The Brentwood Library is a 
comfortable, relaxed place, 
with lots of room for browsing. 
The staff, Lorrie Culley and 
Louise Argyll, and Area 
Librarian, Mary Kierans hope 
you will drop in soon.
Recreation Registrations Exceed Expectations
Registrations for Peninsula 
Recreation Commission- 
sponsored activities are ex­
ceeding expectations. The 
convenience of being able to 
register in any of the 
registration centres lias lioen 
well-accepted.
Registrations are received 
on a first come, first serve 
basis. In addition to tiiose who 
were involved with the various 
activities during the months of 
October, November and 
December, now I’ogistered are 
many new participants who
'riiis IICMP officer was waiting at tlio corner of llio Pal Bay 
highway and Amity Drive Saturday nigiit, If you would care to 
know wliat lie wjis intent on doing please turn to page H. 
{Review IMioto)
arc approaching the new 
activities and those of long­
standing with enthusiasm and 
interest.
Interest in art classes and 
gymnastics and keep-fit 
classes is high.
Activities which were 
omitted from last week’s list 
are luidies’ Keep Fit Classes 
at Brentwood Community 
Hall, on Mondays and Wed­
nesdays at OdlO a.m,, and 
International Folk Dancing in 
Central Saanich, A now ac­
tivity in process of being 
finalized is Mother and Tot 
Gymn, expected to be hold at 2 
p.m. on Tuo.sdays. Noon Hour 
calistlienics' programme for 
Mon is being offered at San- 
scha, thrice weekly, Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday at 12 
noon for 1 liour. Tliere is still 
time to register,
S a t u r d a y m o r n i n g 
basketball got off to another 
good start last week and will 
continue at Sidney Elemen­
tary School, Saturday mor­
nings from 0-12,
A request to reduce 
minimum lot size below the 
10,000 square foot requirement 
now in effect was received by 
Central Saanich council 
Monday.
Brentview Developments 
Ltd, applied for a reduction of 
their proposed plan lot size to 
a smaller lot size of minimum 
8,400 square feet.
Council felt it would not be 
in conflict with their 
recommendations.
Although the 1967 Capital 
Regional District plan was for 
waterfront and roadside lots 
to be 10,000 square feet 
minimum, Alderman Donald 
MacLaurin pointed out, 
“Actually, I don’t think we’ve 
had a subdivision of 10,000 
feet.”
Eric Sherwood, seated in the 
public gallery was smoking a 
cigar; Aid. Ross Martin was in 
the midst of reaching for a 
cigarette and two members of 
the press: one from The 
Review; the other from the 
Daily Colonist were both 
puffing away on cigarettes.
“I smoke,” said Aid. Ross 
Martin. “I enjoy it and while I 
have sympathy for those who 
don’t smoke I don’t intend to 
give it up.”
Aid. Gib Baal, a non- 
smoker, agreed with Martin. 
“If people want to kill 
themselves it’s up to them
However, Aid. Jim Lang 
said: “I’m continually
irritated by people who 
smoke. It bothers my nose. 
Later, he added that his own 
wife smoked. “I hope she 
doesn’t find out what I’m 
saying here tonight.”
A motion, presented by Aid. 
Wallace, to defeat council 
smokers was defeated.
m HUNDRED PARENTS ATTEND 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL MEETIM
Z'' A,
\ BiiUiering Oi|aiiizcd B) Univmitj holow
By GRANIA LITWIN
ssi®
Taking up the lead in his 
Adidas sweat shirt is Fred 
McCulloch at the com­
mencement of a noon hour jog 
at Sanscha Hall. “I have a 12 
pound turkey I have to get rid 
of,’’ he told a Review 
photographer. Following in 
his steps are John Bruce and 
Ken McKenzie. Randy Aubie 
of the Peninsula Recreation 
Commission says ( he hopes 
more men will turn out for the 
noon hour exercise session 
which takes place Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday at 12 
noon. (Review photo)
This Kingfisher print painted by Ardmore artist Jim Gilbert 
reveals his desire to express Indian art in the most ‘naturalistic’ 
form possible. “I like people to be able to recognize what the 
subject is all about,” he told The Review, Please see story 
page 5 '
JAMTORS COULD END UP EARNING 
MORE THAN TEACHERS SAYS TRUSTEE
Consideration, respon­
sibility, initiative, good self- 
concept and creativity are 
some of the things Janet Mort, 
principal of Northridge 
Elementary School, 4190 
Carey, tries to instill in her 
students.
A quest for these same 
positive values is what drew 
close to 100 parents, teachers 
and interested people to an 
informal meeting Monday 
night in St. John’s United 
Church.
Organized by Deep Cove 
resident Geoffrey Potter, who 
also happens to be a professor 
on the faculty of education at 
University of Victoria, the 
meeting was designed to in­
troduce parents in Deep Cove 
to alternatives to standard 
teaching methods.
Potter and a nucleus of a 
dozen area residents stressed 
they were “interested in 
education — not dissatisfied 
with Deep Cove elementary 
school” which is located at 
,10975 West Saanich.
As if to prove this point. 
Deep Cove elementary school 
principal Tom Boyd attended 
the meeting and gave his 
stamp of approval to the 
proceedings saying, “Try to 
explore as many alternatives 
as possible and then discuss 
your feelings with the school 
board.”
“They are very prone to 
parental pressure,” he added.
The meeting began with a 
presentation by innovative 
principal Mrs. Mort who has 
developed a creative ap­
proach to teaching and in­
stituted her own practical 
philosophy in no less than 
three schools in the province 
in eight years.
The emphasis in Northridge 
school is on sportsmanship, 
environment and community 
school interaction, she said. 
Discipline is of a counselling 
nature rather than punative, 
and children tend to work on 
their own a great deal.
She illustrated her talk 
through the use of hundreds of 
slides, tapes and overhead 
projections.
QUESTIONS ASKED 
Questions which sprang 
from the floor ranged from — 
“But how do children adapt to 
a normal school system after 
this?” to others such as “What 
happens if a child cheats on 
you by not working on his 
own?”
Mrs. Mort explained that in 
this “open” style school a 
child’s progress is judged by 
diagnostic tables and ad­
justment to other schools is 
rarely difficult.
Of the 100 people present
many were adamantly in 
favor of a similar alterntive in 
the North Saanich area and 
others argued stubbornly 
against a school where young 
pupils do not sit in straight, 
conforming rows.
“Personally, I am not very 
impressed with the elemen­
tary school system as a 
whole,” said Potter in an 
interview before the 8 p.m. 
meeting.
“We have a general feeling 
that wliat exists is not enough 
— it is a quest on our part for ' 
the very best for your 
children,” he said, speaking 
for his group of Deep Covq 
parents.
“Many elementary schools 
are fundamentally pretty dull 
places. In schools like these 
we would never know how 
bright and progressive our 
children might have been had 
they had an alternative 
teaching method.”.
According to Potter, the 
school board trustees should 
liave held meetings like these 
before and “not us.”
But Dr. G.L. Kristiansen 
disagrees.
CHAIRMAN ENCOURAGED 
In an interview Tuesday, the 
chairman of the Saanich 
School District said he is 
“heartened” by so many 
parents showing such concern 
for their childrens’ education.
But added parents should 
decide their own position 
among themselves and then 
approach him with their 
wishes.
Although the school trustees 
were invited to attend the 
lively meeting which jammed 
the hall and lasted more than 
three hbi/rs, none did so 
because of a conimittee 
meeting the same night.
“We assumed that groups 
concerned with education 
would know we meet Monday 
night,” said the chairman, “It 
was simply impossible for us 
to attend.” ,
He added that partly 
because of the parents’ 
meeting, however, an old 
committee called 
“Educational Directions” was 
revived Monday night and will 
deal with the “Deep Cove 
business.”
Asked whether parents in 
North Saanich might hope for 
a school run along the lines of 
Northridge elementary, 
Kristianson replied: “It is the 
responsibility of the board to 
work for what parents want.”
He added that a parents 
group interested in one par­
ticular concept would have to 
be large enough to merit an 
alternative school being 
provided.
Teacher's Salaries Should Be Reviewed In Relation To 
Those Paid Other Workers Says Waller Tangye
If Canadian Union of Public 
Employees wage increases 
continue at their present rale 
custodians in Saanich school' 
district will earn more Ilian 
teachers, trustee Waller 
Tangye said at Saanich School 
Board’s meeting Monday 
night.Tangye asked the board 
to consider teachers’ salaries 
in relation to other workers 
and used CUPE as an 
exampic,
Trustee Jack Armstrong 
made ti motion to write to 
Education Minister Pat 
McGeer .supporting his call for 
teachers’ salaries to conform 
to lO-per-cent federal wage
guidelines but withdrew the 
motion after discussion 
among the seven trustees,
Saanich is part of the five- 
district zonal bargaining unit 
for south Vancouver Island 
and faces an 11,3-por-ccnt 
increase awarded teachers by 
a three-man arbitration 
board,
“Pay for the job, not for 
degrees or years of service,” 
said Armstrong, who went on 
to say toachors have received 
a 236-per-cent increase while 
the consumer price index rose 
67 iior cent and the gross 
national product increased 
only 35-|)oi'-cent.
“No country can 





Ingram said the 11.3-per-ccnl 
wage hike adds $625,000 to the 
district’s salary bill.
C h air m an G e r r y 
Kristianson announced the 
following standing com­
mittees for the year:
'rruKlee Rubymay Parrott, 
vice-chairman Harry Tobin 
and Tangye were named to 
educational directions 
committee. ArmstrJing and 
former chairman Norma 
Sealey were named to the 
finance commitlee.
Water Service Refused 
A request to secure tem­
porary water service to a lot in 
Saanich for building purposes 
was made to Central Saanich 
Sewer and Water Committee 
at their meeting Monday.
The request, made by Mr. 




Former Sidney Alderman 
Chris Andersen has been 
appointed by the Town to act 
as liason with the Vancouver 
Island Regional Library 
Board and will bo Sidney’s 
roprosontalive.
Prepayment Of Taxes Urged By Mayor
Mayor Joan Butler urged 
Central Saanich residoiiLs to 
prepay their taxes at Mon­
day’s council meeting, as 
prepayment will result In per 
annum discounts.
Central Saanich taxes are 
due on July 3, but If paid in 
January, there is a 4 percent 
discount, in February, a 3 
percent discount, and a 1 
percent discount for
prepayment In March,
To da to, not too nuiny people 
have taken advantage of it, 
said Central Saanich 
Clerk / Administrator h’rcd 
Durrand.
Money Tree Winner 
The Sidney Lions Club 
Christmas Money Tree winner 
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2471 BEACON AVENUE 656-1731
Local Shipyard Produced Scientific Vessel For Use By University Of Victoria
I , I
siderable experience with this 
form of power also handles the 
engine room maintenance. 
Fuel capacity for the vessel 
totals 1500 gallons, giving the 
JOHN STRICKLAND a 
cruising range of some 1500 
miles.
Besides a full size oil galley 
stove, the boat has a 110 
heating unit which keeps 
every section at a comfortable 
level of warmth.
This April she will likely 
steam North to Jervis Inlet 
where she will undertake 
research work. There, her 
laboratory will be used ex­
tensively.
It has an all plastic tubing 
system to avoid metals af­
fecting marine specimens; 
this section of the vessel is 
serviced with both norrrial and 
biological sea water.
The galley doubles as a ‘dry’ 
laboratory, where there is a 
large working table which can 
be readily fixed over the 
eating area when required. On 
deck, divers emerging from 
the frigid coastal waters can 
immediately be hosed down,
The JOHN STRICKLAND 
was named after the English 
chemist who came to Canada 
and became renowned 
throughout the world for his 
work as an oceanographer. 
For a period of eight years he 
worked with the federal 
fisheries department of 
biology station in Departure 
Bay.
While she is primarily used 
for oceanographic work the 
vessel is also available, on 
request, to other UVIC 
departments.
Recently she took part in a 
three day study of ‘boot’ 
sponges in the Saanich Inlet.
Virtually little is known about 
these particular sponges and 
if it were not for the presence 
of the JOHN STRICKLAND it 
might have been a long time 
before scientists had any 
appreciation of their meaning 









"ALWAYS A LIHLE BETTER”
7105 West Saanich Rd. 652-3143 
Master Charge - Chargex
Help
Sea Shore Pet Shop Ltd
One of the staunchest vessels built on this 
coast, in many a year, the JOHN 
STRICKLAND is owned by the University of 
Victoria and is now engaged in ocean 
research work. Although the aluminium hull 
was built in a mainland shipyard, the craft’s
interior and mechanical fittings were in­
stalled by Philbrook .Shipyard in Sidney. 
Master of the vessel Don Horn (left) and 
Philbrook Manager Ted Hopkins were aboard 
recently to discuss final adjustments on the 
ship. (Review photo) .
By JOSHUA PERLMUTTER
Few yachtsmen today could 
afford the luxury and 
technical gear aboard 
Phillbrook Shipyard’s latest 
accomplishment. She is the 
aluminium hulled 54 foot 
research vessel JOHN 
STRICKLAND, a $300,000 
craft with enough electronic 
gadetry fitted into her to bring 
envy to the eyes of any world 
class oceanographer.
The hull was built at Shore 
Aluminium Boat Builders in 
New Westminister but the 
entire fitting but process was 
undertaken by Phillbrooks. 
This included the installation 
of radar, radio equipment, 
various hydraullic systems
needed to run her enormous 
cockpit crane and a full scale 
laboratory which also houses 
a deep freeze in which 
specimens are stored.
An unusual feature of the 
craft is her bow thruster.
This is a device, actuated by 
a separate propeller system 
located in the bows of the 
vessel, which permits the 
master of the JOHN 
STRICKLAND to keep the 
boat on station in virtually all 
conditions of tide and weather.
Her master, Don Horn, a 
former tug boat skipper says 
the vessel is a ‘dream’ to 
handle.
“Even though she has but 
one screw aft the bow thruster
gives the boat a great deal of 
maneuverability,’’ he told The 
Review last week.
A former employee of Island 
tug and Barge, as well as the 
Tatter company Seaspan, Horn ’ 
obviously enjoys his new role.
“It’s never dull,’’ he said. 
“Since I have been with the 
boat throughout her final 
installation work at 
Philbrooks I feel I know her 
inside and out.”
He said the vessel is capable" 
of generating 30,000 watts of 
electric power. A six cylinder 
Chrysler-N'issen diesel 
provides this auxiliary service 
to the main Caterpillar 
engine.
Horn, who has had con-
is moving
across the street into Beacon Plaza 
2 Week Sale ending Jan. 31/76


















S.T.A.G. NEWS IN REVIEW
Thompson on Wild Life in East 
Africa at the clubhouse 7-9:30 
p.m.
While they last. All units are used.
Dog And Cat 
Collar
30% OFF
Jan. 14th — Gym night at 
Sidney Elementary Scliool. 
Judo lessons and floor hockey 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Clubhouse 
open 7 - 9:30 p.m,
Jan. ISth — Arts & crafts - 
Leather work -h the clubhouse 
7-9:30 p.m,
Jan. 16th — Social evening 
-t- the clubhouse 7-11 p.m. 
Clubhouse open I - 4 p.m,
Jan. 17th —- Dance + 
Sanscha Hall - “Lightning 
Express’’ R -12 p.m, Members 
$1.50, Non-members $2.00.
Jan. null — Clubhouse open 
12-4 p.m,
Jan, 20th— Slide and movie 
presentation by Mrs, F.
COMING SPECIAL EVENTS
Friday January 23rd — Ice 
Skating party at George 
Pearke’s arena. Bus leaves 
Sanscha Hail 6 p.m. sharp. 
Members $1,00, Nou-mcinbcrs 
$1.2.5. (Ice skates not in­
cluded).
Feb. 7tb & 8tli — Weekend 
ski trip (Hemlock & Manning) 
Limited to 10 S.T.A.G. 
members, Skiers only. $20 per 
member. For further in­
formation contact Mrs, C, 
Martin at G56-420G.







LOANS TO SMALL BUSINESSES
'Tlie Province of Brilisli Columbia llirough the 
British Columbia Develoinnent Corporation 
invites secondary manufacturing, processing 
and related service industries - hotel and 
motel operators - to discuss tlieir husine.sses’ 
financing needs, Our rcprosenlalive will bo 
visiting your area on the-following dates.
VICTORIA VISIT - JANUARY 21, 22, 23.
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Mr. D. Lister, Small Business 
Development Division will be at the Executive House. Telephone: 
388-5111. For appointments telephone: Vancouver, 689-8411 (collect)
Or write:




200 Granville SIroot, 
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Russian Hockey Much To Be Admired
BY, H.V.GllEEN
In sport, as with all other 
diversions eompeting for the 
attention of the masses, there 
is no aeeounting for individual 
taste. Some built-in pecularity 
eauses'a person to sit for hours 
watching hockey, baseball, 
football or whatever, oblivous 
to all forms of entertainment, 
that were available before 
adyent of the magic box.
Preoccupation of this nature 
is sometimes curiously odd: I 
know a dignified doctor of 
English literature who shows 
no interest at all in popular 
team sports, yet is attracted 
as a wasp to sugar by the 
grunt and groan per­
formances of all-in wrestlers. 
As often as they are scheduled 
he lays down his book and 
stares fixedly at the screen.
My personal preferences 
are for rugby football (surely 
the one remaining amateur 
sport) and cricket. But as 
opportunity this side of the 
Atlantic in these directions is 
not to be found. I long ago 
settled for ice hockey.
Week in week out, through 
the dreary winter months the 
highlight has been Hockey 
Night in Canada. Any 
engagement or occupation 
preventing the viewing of 
Saturday night or Stanley Cup 
encounters has been regarded 
with displeasure. If the con­
fession classifies me as a so- 
called hockey-nut, then I’m 
happy to be of that company.
Which leads me to the 
Russian-National Hockey 
League series just concluded, 
about which so many 
typewriter ribbons have been 
punched to rags. Skill, 
strength and motivation were 
tested in conflicts charged 
with emotion. It was a series 
in which no quarter was asked 
or given. •
National prestage and
honour were at stake at the 
Montreal Forum, just as much 
on the ice as centuries earlier 
on the Plains of Abraham.
The game was a classic, 
with differences of approach 
and style so visually apparent. 
The well known Canadian 
precision and thrust was 
opposed by tactics of pattern 
weaving and searchings for 
openings that the Canadians 
were reluctant to provide. 
Stalemate was achieved by 
the Russians only through the 
implacable defence of their 
agile acrobatic gocil tender.
As expected, the crunch for 
the visitors climaxed the tour 
at Philadelphia, the City of 
Brotherly Love, where the 
Flyers well known storming 
tactics put an end to Russian 
aspirations for the time being. 
This I did not see because of 
one of the before mentioned 
commitments.
Yet there was much in the 
Russian style to be admired: 
their positioning, superb 
skating and crisp passing of 
the puck, the idea being to 
deny possession to the op­
position until an unobstructed 
shot at goal was possible.
As with hockey, so with 
soccer way back in the past. It 
was a British sport and for 
many years the British were 
supreme. Then the Con­
tinental theorists went to work 
and evolved tactics that 
slowed down the game and 
frustrated the classic at­
tacking pattern.
On the principle that if you 
haven’t got the ball you can’t 
do anything with it, Con­
tinental and South American 
clubs concentrated on 
defence, with every man 
moving back in the face of an 
attack. Having at length 
secured the ball the tactic was 
to move it from man to man in 
a tight defensive pattern until 
a gap in the opposing for­
mation could be exploited. It 
was not long before Jack was 
as good, or better, than his 
master.
We may be sure that lessons 
from the concluded hockey 
series will have been learned 
by the Russians and by the 
NHL coaches and players.
Future tests of ability will be 
awaited with the greatest in­
terest, and let us hope that 
national sentiment will not 
prevail in the future to the 
detriment of the game itself. 
International rivalry should 
foster, not damage, public 
relations.
VANCOUVER ISLAND STOVE 
SHOP LTD.
845 Goldstream Ave. 478-0322
Woodburning stoves and heaters. 
Metal fireplaces and chimneys 
Custom made firescreens








FABRICS & LADIES WEAR 
ALL REDUCED TO CLEAR.
2845 BEACON AVE. 656-3523
An application to rezone an 
existing transient tent and 
trailer park into an industrial 
area was received by Central 
^Saanich’s Subdivision and 
Zoning Committee meeting 
’dVIonday.
be Keating Park EstaJtesjwahtS' 
Ttohave their present:tent,and
'Ihree .')lli wlieel, sliglitly used 
Il.l). Ireighl lixiilers; l(i - 20 tl. 
long, with iir uiihuul pickup 
trmks; vill sell logelher ni- 
sepi'ialely. The leosl eeuiioniienl 
Ireighl hauling Iraiispoi'talion 
available.
1 ioirph'lely panelled and ear- 
peled, ideal tor n ohile uttiee, ele,
1 tlakleqk, N 20'; plus 1 alniosi 
new sloek trailer, All in exeelleni 
coiKliliiin and all id luilf Ihe 
I origiiuil price. ( nirplelely lilted 
with lights, brakes iiiul liirps, 
lie; reiiil.v to roll.
1 ile "Ti'iiilers," I'.(). 1 ioN 111I. 
I.iiinaii, li.C, or phuiie TUilK’il 
,.11(1 leas e s our phono niiieiier lor 
,’ils(rliser 10 eonlacl \ on.
trailer holding located on 
Keating Cross Road, 
designated for industrial use.
Council was agreeable to the 
proposal, but cannot take 
action until the Central 
Saahich'=(5bmmuriity Plan is - 
finalized, ■ 'prpbhbly in '"early ! 
Marcri, blit did ‘ accept the 




Keating Park Estates gave 
the following reasons why 
industrial rezoning would be 
permissible;.
1. The site was originally 
zoned industrial, and was 
rezoned in 1970 to allow for the 
transient tent / trailer park.
2. The Capital Regional Plan 
includes the site in its in­
dustrial designation.
3. An industrial sewer plan 
has been proposed at a nearby 
location,
4. The value of the land 
precludes its present use. 
Representatives claim the 
operation of the park barely 
paid the taxes last year.
f), “Transient usage” 
conflicts with the intended 
land use.
In December of last year 
Keating Park Eslates applied 
tor rezoning ot the same area 
to allow tor a residential 
mobile park, but the proposal 
was rejected by council on the 
grounds that the area had not 
been identified as residential 
and because of the industrial 
proximity.
FOOD BARGAINS ARE BETTER!
WEEKEND SPECIALS









1 COOKIES 79*1 I.B. # I
1 TANG
11 ORANGE CRYSTALS w4 FAC ^ B
j l^l-J ()Z. MINIITH MAID
1 ORANGE JUICE 49*
1 B UIIODKS
I BREAD DOUGH QQM5 IIOLI, V V 1i
Ip
11 Palm Daily Features
j :i I.n. PAI.M
MARGARINE $139
2 1 I’AI.M
11 COHAGE CHEESE 57*
5 1 I'AI-M
11 ICE CREAM v <rA...B n _ _ _ _ _ _
$169
(KEG. 2.111) J, 1
A SIZE, A MODEL TO SUIT EVERY FAMILY AND EVERY 8PAC,0.|
IMC TAVISH RD. 
STORE







BEAT THE RUSH FOR SPRING CLEANING 
A COMPLETE LINE OF PAINTING NEEDS!
CiL - DICKER MARTINS








NEW CARPET LINES TO BUTLER BROTIIERS 
CARPET DEPT. AT INTRODUCTORY PRICES
Distribution representative JOHN JAKUBEC ‘ 
will be in attendance Friday, January 15th.
PrsiriG HsrVGSt HUo Level Loop Shag • Reg. ’14.95 
CIBSSIC Im3g6 Printed 1/10 gauge Rubber-back ■ Reg. ‘10,95 
FISg RsiSOr Economy Kitchen print - rubber-back - Reg, ‘7.95 
BsysidC Embossed cut & Loop nylon - Reg. '13.95 
Stsrburst HI-Lo Level Loop Rubber-back - Reg, ‘9.95 
Grandura printed shag Jute-back Reg. '18.95
Stardom Polyester Plush Shag Reg. 21,00
AnOtllGr Spring Nylon Plush Sbag - Reg. ‘26.00
Dreamwalk Nylon velvet Plush - Reg. '27.95
Don’t miss seeing these Custom Carpets - any shape - size ■
Aristocrat saxony Plush Reg. '48.95
Conquistador saxony Plusb Reg. '41.00
Maharani Textured Shag, Reg. ‘48.95
Squire Textured Shag Reg. '41.00
Butler Brothers
Lumber/Building Sug/jlies & Hardware
2046 KEATING X ROAD / For Service: Telephone: 652-1121
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Archie Galbraith
It was with satisfaction that friends of the late 
Archie Galbraith learned that the Victoria Days 
Society has provided a perpetual trophy in his 
memory. Throughout his tenure of office as Mayor 
of Central Saanich he was regarded by all with 
whom he came in contact with respect and warm 
affection.
That at the height of his powers he was afflicted 
with a grievous and fatal malady was a tragedy 
keenly felt by a very wide circle of colleagues, 
friends and acquaintances. It is true to say that 
throughout his terms of office as alderman and 
mayor, Archie . demonstrated remarkable energy 
and ability in furthering the interests of Central 
Saanich and the Peninsula generally.
Having regard to his noteable record and the sad 
circumstance that so abruptly terminated his 
private and public life, it is strange that, so far as 
we are aware, no suitable memorial has been 
sponsored by the municipal council he served. It 
might well be an oversight amid the unrelenting 
worries and cares of civic administration.
But surely it is not too late to be stimulated by the 
action of the Victoria Days Society. May we 
suggest that the objective of the forthcoming 
Peninsula referendum, if approved, be named The 
Galbraith Recreational Centre.
It would be a tangible and fitting memoial to a 
man of purpose and good humour, who never 
spared himself in effort on behalf of good causes. 
He was always available and ready to lend a 
helping hand.
A Pen Or The Sea
MLA Jim Nielsen, Minister of the Environment 
m the Social Credit Government, appears to favour 
the ongoing capture of killer whales for display by 
marine zoos. If indeed this is the direction in which 
he intends to cast his leadership there is much 
regret on our part.
At best the captivity of any living creature is an 
odious affair, especially when such beings are 
penned up for profit by private individuals. Lions 
and monkeys, tigers and elephants have 
historically been the prey of circus owners and 
public zoos but the advent of capturing killer 
whales, live, for ongoing display is a relatively new 
phenonemon.
It is a proven fact that so-called killer whales 
have highly developed brains. This, coupled with 
the knowledge that these whales appear highly 
conscious of what they are doing in relation to other 
mammals of a ‘lower’ scale makes their im­
prisonment by humans an even greater tragedy 
than the mere enchainment of such awesome 
beasts as circus elephants.
From time to time the waters off the Saanich 
Peninsula abound with pods of killer whales. We 
hope that Minister Nielsen will allow them to pass 
in peace. For if he will not be their guardian who is 
left to stand in the way of those who seek to line 




Darcy Ambrose Smith 
peacefully at his home at 1041 
Stelly.s Cross Hcl,, Brentwood 
Bay, on January 4th. He was 
born in Herbert, Sask. on June 
1C, 1911. Spent his schoolyears 
in Wellington, B.C., also a 
resident of Port Alberni until 
1959 when ho moved to 
Brentwood Bay. Survived by 
his wife, Kathleen, at home; 2 
sons, Wayne, of White Hock, 
B.C. and Larry, of Edmonton, 
Alta,, also his mother, Mrs. 
Ada Smith and sister, Mrs 
Jack (Eileen) Patterson, of 
Nanaimo, B.C.; 2 brothers, 
Ray and Jack of Port Alberni, 
H.C,
Cremation arrangements by 
Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C. Flowers 
gratefully declined.
SMALL
Suddenly in Sidney, B.C, on 
January ll, 197(5, Doris Ivy, 
born in Moosomin, Sank,, aged 
(54 years. Survived by her son 
'I'errence, daughter-in-law 
Eli'/.abelh and grandsons Ian 
and (ieoffrey, ail of Winnipeg; 
also l>y her molher Mrs. May 
Rawson of Sidney 
(predeceased l)y her father 
Ceorge Rawson in 1947); 
(ieorgina (Mrs, F, MacKay) 
of Ontai'io,
Funeral Monday, January 
12, 197(5 at 11 a.m. in St. An­
drews Anglican Church, 
Sidney, Rev, U. Sansom of 
ficialing. Interment to be in 
the Holy Trinity Churchyard, 
Patricia Bay, Flowers are 
decline-d with thanks, 
donations may be made to the 
Meids on Wheels or a charity 
of y(Hjr choice. Arrange men Ls
by the Memorial Society of 
B.C, and FIRST MEMORIAL 
SERVICES LTD.
DUNN
On January 8, 197(5 at
the Memorial Pavilion, Mrs, 
Noran Christina Dunn, aged 85 
years. Born in Dublin, 
Ireland, Mrs. Dunn first came 
to Victoria in 1918 and a 
resident of Gordon Head for 
over 25 years, presently 
residing at Sidney, B.C, 
Predeceased by her husband 
W.J. Dunn in 19G7. She leaves 
her sons Carol and William; 
daughter Eileen Silver, all of 
Greater Victoria; seven 
grandchildren and four great­
grandchildren.
Prayers were offered in 
Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C, Ma.ss was 
celebrated on Monday, 
.laniiary 12, 197(5 at 10 a.m. in 
St. Elizabeth’s Catholic 
Church, 8rd St., Sidney, B.C. 
Father Raymond C. Cun­
ningham celebrant.










PUBLIC WORKS - 4 p.m. 
'i'hiirsday, prior (o isl aiul Uni 
Mondays.
PARKS — 8;80 p.m.
Thursday, prior to tjrd Mon­
day.
FIREWARDENS’ -- 7:80 
p.m, Wednesday, after 1st 
Thursday.
St. Mary’s Church (Review photo by Jack Ralph)
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The bombing of La Guardia 
airport. New York, must 
surely rate as the most 
horrendous of all the recent 
highjackings, kidnappings, 
and murders of innocent 
people. The small mercy was 
that the bomb w-as not on 
board an airliner in flight, 
thereby hiking hundreds of 
lives.
One wonders at the men­
tality of organized groups or 
individuals who, under the 
guise of politics, religion, 
ideology, or often for no 
reason at all, wreak their 
destruction and massacres.
Two recent occurrences in
England, where the police 
refused to give in to the 
terrorists demands, resulting 
in their eventual surrender 
with no loss of life, seems to 
lend some credibility to the 
theory that those commiting 
such crimes, or those who 
may be coiLsidering com­
miting them, would think 
twice about it if their demands 
for huge sums of money and 
transportation out of the 
country were refused. It 
seems that if one group or 
individual gol.s away with it, 
someone else thinks they 
should try it, and so it goes on 
and on.
1 have long advocated that 
crimes of murder commiled 
either liy groups or individuals 
should result in the death 
penally for the perpetrators. 
For those of you who will 
immediately scream that the 
good book says, “'rluju shalt 
not kill”, 1 would point out that 
I believe the same liook says, 
"An eye for an eye”.
When I read that nine 
convicted murderers were let 
out of jail and allowed to go 
home for Christmas, I wonder 
for the sanity of our so called 
law enforcements. Perhaps 
they also received a gift 
wrapped present along with 
their va'cation.
1 wonder how the murder 
victims families fell, when 
they read tluit. Almost makes 
one consider turning to crime 
for a living.
Reg Davis, 
2;U)(i Canoe Cove, 
Sidney,
assumed your proofreader 
was inebriated. However^ I 
presume the reason must have 
been that my handwriting was 
ineligible.








whom apparently writes 
frequently to your newspaper. 
As I have as yet had no reply 
from either yourself or any of 
your readers that may have 
given me some fragment of a 
clue as to his address I had 
almost given up hope of 
tracing him.
But then by some stroke of 
providence, my dear sister, 
who was about to light the fire 
in her front room, using your 
pre-Christmas edition as a 
starter, let out a startled cry. 
Thinking she had burned 
herself in the process I rushed 
to her aid only to find that her 
cry had been one of triumph, 
for there in her hand was a 
Christmas greeting message 





Tlio Review, .Sir; 
typing (his letter to 
Ihe last oiu! I wrote 
was pulilislied with so many 
prinliiig errors tluit had ll not 
lieen some consi(loiTd)le time 
after the festive season 1 
would have automatically
In it he was inviting as he 
said so snobbishly, all of his 
AngloSaxon friends to an open 
house at his residence and that 
visitors should park their 
motor cars on the West road 
and enter his estate by the side 
entrance (as if we were only 
tradesmen or serving people! 
typical of his attitude). My 
sister and I immediately 
jumped into her Rolls Royce 
and went post luisto in search 
of his residence. However in 
our e.xcitement wo ommited to 
notice that his invitation failed 
to give an address, a wily 
move on his jiart.
.Sir, do you reali'zo how long 
that inferiuil West iturI is? Wo 
must have called at fifty 
abodes wherever wo noticed 
an abundance of parked cars 
thinking each one may be his 
estate, but to all of no avail. 
We returned home, enraged 
and humiliated. It is quite 
obvious tome now Sir that this 
man is an impostor and 
possibly the one I spoke of in 
my last letter, I would 
respectfully suggest Sir, that 
in future you insist tluit all 
correspondence directed to 
yourself be accompanied by a 
legitimate address and not 
just, as he signs his, as "North 
Saanich”.
Editor’s Note: ‘ ■:
The.Review has long held to 
policy ensuring that letters 
to The Editor must be 
properly identified. However, 
when requested to do so the 
Editor may withold the actual 
address of the penman in 
question or even go so far as to 
grant such a writer a non de 
plume, should he or she 
request it
In previous years 
Colonel Brown-Hardinge 
found himself besieged 
visitors to his home, whenever 
his name and address ap­
peared within the pages of a 
newspaper. Now he prefers to 
live out his retired life without 
‘uninvited persons’ prowling 
across his land.




Editor, The Review, Sir:
The actions of the Socred 
cabinet in raising car in­
surance 150 per cent is in 
callous disregard for the 
working people of this 
Province. I am ashamed to 
think that the minister 
responsible for ICBCi, could 
ever have called himself a 
Liberal. He has proven by his 
actions tluit he is not. The 
minister’s flippant and 
arrogant statement of ‘Let 
them sell their cars’, is in the 
same moral tone as Marie 
Antoinette’s classic line; ‘Let 
them eat cake,’
The socred government luis 
shown it’s true colours, it is 
not a party of reform, but it is 
a vindictive, paternalistic 
government. The Socred 
cabinet’s real reason for this 
unfeeling move must be as a 
punishment of the people of 
this Province for having voted 
the NDP into office in 1972, to 
in fact tench us a cruel losspn. 
The Socreds are using the 
euphoria still existing from 
ridding ourselves of an in­
competent socialist govern 
ment ns a tool for dampening 
criticism of unjust and un 
necessary measures.
The NDP’s moronic
response to tlie rate increases: 
is typical of Canadian 
socialists, whenever they 
cannot make a positive 
alternative to something, they. 
shake the American boogey- 
man infront of us. Indeed the 
utopian dreamers of the NDP 
are to be blamed whole 
heartedly for the deficit of 
ICBC. But the times hike in 
insurance rates is a monstrous 
injustice perpetrated by a 
vengeful Socred government.
We must accept that our ' 
insurance rates will increase, 
because they did not reflect 
reality under the socialists. 
But should the deficit inflicted 
by the dreamers of the NDP, 
over a period of years, have to 
be eliminated overnight?
If we accept that the entire 
increase is required, (or even 
only 100 per cent), surely, it is 
not wrong to liave subsidized 
car insurance from gasoline 
revenues. As Gordon Gibson 
lias outlined, this deficit can 
be erased in a fairer way, by 
placing a temporary gas tax 
surcharge of 15 cents along 
with a much smaller rate 
increase, until the deficit is 
reduced.
This would also allow for 
continuation of the territorial 
discounts. (Hopefully the 
surcharge could bo removed 
during summer montlis, so as 
not to affect the tourist in­
dustry). It follows that the 
more you drive, the greater 
insurance risk you are, but the 
more gasoline you will buy. In 
simpler terms a ‘pay as you 
drive concept’.
It is unfair and unjust to 
expect the people of B.C, to 
pay for the blunders of Barrett 
and his dreamers in one fell 
swoop,
The citizens of B.C, must 
never lie down and accept this 
kind of callous disregard for 
their interests from any group 
or government.
I am.
Yours very sincerely, 
Lady Pamela Norton,
FULL GOSPEL BUSINESS MEN
Sidney Chapter
Monthly Dinner Meeting
Sidney Travelodge, January 19, 6:30 P.M.
Guefit Hpenker A1 laizerte, lunvyer of Canipludl River 
Everyone welcome - Information (I5(i-5(t()4,










11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
11:15 a.m. Holy Com­
munion
7:00 p.m. Evening Service
Rev. IvanFutter 
652-2812
ASSEMBLY OF GOD 
(P.A.O.C.)
9182 E. Saanich Rd. 
North off McTavish 
Rev. Chas. Barker, Pastor 
Phone 656-2545 
Sunday, Jan. 18th 
9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Worship Service 
WITHSTANDING 
THE STORM
7:00 p.m. Gospel Outreach 
That you may have life. 
Monday 6:30 p.m. Girl 
Crusaders & Boys Club. 
Tuesday 7:30 p.m. 
Congregational Meeting. 
Friday 7:30 p.m. 
Missionary Meeting 
Rev. Jack Muggleton 
of South Africa 
Presenting 16 mm 
film of the 
XHOSA PEOPLE
Anglican Church of Canada
BETHEL BAPTIST
9:
Sunday, Jan. 18,1976 
45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Sealed by the 
Spirit
7:00 p.m. Christ’s Church, 
the only institution that will 
survive this world. 
Tuesday 6:30 p.m. Pioneer 
Girls
VVednesday 7:30 p.m. Bible 
study and Prayer




THE WORLDS MOST. 
ANCIENT RELIGION
9780 Fourth St., Sidney 
Open Tues. & Thurs. afternoon
1012 Blancha/d St., Victoria 
Open daily - 383-7523
Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weiler Ave.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m.
Wed. Fellowship 8:00 p.m. 
Sun. 9:00 a.nr,Worship 
1st. Memorial Chapel 
4725 FalaiseCres. 
Royal Oak







Evening Follow.ship 7 p.m. 
Praise meeting: Wed. 











ALL ARE WELCOME 







Sunday January 18th, 1976 
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
9:15 a.m. Family Service 
10:00 a.m. Morning Prayer
ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH 
3rd St., Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
11:15 a.m. FAMILY
SERVICE
followed by refreshments 
Weds 8:00 p.m. Church 
Faith & Philosophy 
Thurs. 9:00 a.m. Holy 
Communion .
Rector







(Parish Church of 
Brentwood Bay)
Sunday, Jan. 18.1976 
Epiphany II
Prayer week for Christian 
Unity
8:30 a.m. Holy Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer 
11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
in Hall







Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office - 656-3213 
Manse - 656-1930 
DEEP COVE
9:30 a.m. Service Worship 
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
11:00 a.m. Service Worship 
11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. Melvin H. Adams 
B.A.
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-5644 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 East Saanich Road 
Family Service and 








and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service 
Wednesday
7:30 p.m. Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said
‘‘I am the Light of the 
World”
Sands Funeral Chapels 
Serving
’ Vancouver Island
Your six community Chapols. 
indopondent Family Owned 
and Controlled. Sands since 
1912.
WE CARE 
Dedicated to Service 
Sensible Prices. .





Our Lady Of The 
Assumption
7726 W. Saanich Rond 




10030 Third St. Sidney 
Sunday Masses 10:15
SilElO
Weekday Masses 9:00 a.m.
Spoclallzlna In shipping to or 





’’Serving Vancouver islahcf 
..............CnlJj;plloct.....  „
A DIVISION OF SAND.S 
VICTORIA, 300-5155 
, SIDNEY, A5A-2932 
COLWOOD, .170-3021 





0029 FIFTH STREET, SIDNEY,,O.C.
PASTOR: MONTY F. MOORE 
PHpNE: 65G-3B44 OR OBG-^RO'S
fl.45 aju,'.
11,00 a.m.lNiirinry earn prowirtod’
7.00 p.m'.
Bibio Study & Prayer 7.30 p.m. Tuesday
Wednesday, January 14, 1976
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THE REVIEW
Wife’s Vacuum Cleaner Used 
To Forge Hand Made Tools 
For This Peninsula Carver
Jim Gilbert carved this Indian dance mask 
out of a cedar block. It depicts the face of an 
old woman who enetered Indian villages, as 
legend would have it, and carried children off
into the hills; however, the youngsters always 
triumphed over this evil creature and 
eventually found their way back to the 
village, (review photo)
This collection of carving tools was hand made by Jim Gilbert of Ardmore. He will use almost all 
of them when he begins work on carving a 14’ Haida dugout. (Review photo)
I
(It >* *' * “ '.'i *
By Joshua Perimutter 
Few white men know how to 
paddle an Indian dugout, let 
alone carve one. However, 
Jim Gilbert, 570 Seacliffe 
road, has a talent for doing 
both.
As a youth he learned to 
paddle a dugout owned by his 
Father, a man who spoke 
several Indian dialects and 
had spent much time with 
native people in the Queen 
Charlotte’s. Explaining that 
indian youngsters virtually 
grew up in dugouts during the 
old days Jim said that they 
developed enormous chest and 
shoulder muscles.
“Today a young man thinks 
nothing of jumping in his car 
and going down to the corner 
store,” Jim told The Review 
this week, “Before the white 
men arrived on the scene 
Indian on the coast would do 
the same thing: only they’d 
use their canoe, even if it just 
meant paddling down the 
village beach a short distance 
to see a girl friend.”
An avid student of coastal 
Indian folklore, Gilbert has 
long studied their history and, 
in particular, their art forms. 
Some seven years ago he 
commenced doing his own 
interpretation of Indian 
prints.
“I’ve tried to go back to a 
naturalistic form of ex­
pressing their art,” he said. 
“So that anyone can readilly 
understand what the painting 
or print is all about. I don’t 
pretend to be an expert on it 
but I enjoy doing it.”
Relying on advice from 
native artists, Jim has 
produced numerous different 
designs and carvings over the 
past few years. Many of these 
have been sold in Tony Hunt’s 
Arts of the Raven store in 
Bastion Square.
“I don’t feel I’m a North- 
West Coast Indian artist,” he 
stressed. “Native carvers like 
Henry Hunt can see right 
inside of a block of wood 
before they ever start to carve 
it. To some extent I’m; getting 
to do the same thing but I have 
to go to the trouble of making 
a plastercine model first, 




Gilbert is one white man in 
this area who can say he has 
numerous friends amongst the 
coast Salish Indians.
“They are a people who are 
really unique. They haven’t 
sold out to the white men. I 
believe they have retained 
more of their culture and 
heritage than any other 
natives on the West coast.”
“They stilt do their 
traditional dances right here 
on the peninsula. Outsiders 
just aren’t allowed in. They 
don’t line up and perform on
cue for tourists. They have 
held on to their culture.”
Propped up at the edge of 
Gilbert’s driveway is a 14’ 
cedar log. It has been there 
since last Spring. Within a few 
weeks J im says he intends to 
commence work carving this 
giant tree section Indian into a 
traditional Haida dugout.
“I’ve made a model of the 
form I’m seeking,” he told 
The Review. “It’s not a 
specialized form of canoe; 
just an all purpose dugout.”
Besides the model he has 
also made, by hand, a com­
plete set of traditional canoe 
carving tools, including a 
beautifully balanced hand 
adze. He forged the steel for 
these razor edged tools over a 
bark fire, using his wife’s 
vacuum cleaner to force air in 
a controlled flow, upon the 
fire. So adept has he become 
at this end of his hobby that 
more than one native carver is 
now using tools made by him.
TRADITIONAL METHODS 
As much as possible Jim 
will follow traditional methods
in shiiping the final form of 
the canoe. This will include 
heating the inside of the hull 
up with hot rocks and water so 
that her sides may be given an 
increase of beam.
When complete "if all goes 
weir says Gilbert, the craft 
will have a beam of some JG”.
“It’s the first time I’ve ever 
attempted anything like this,” 
he said, with more than a little 
modesty, “She may split wide 
open on me ... tliat’s the one 
thing Haida carvers always 
worried about since there 
were no frames in their 
canoes. There are many 
verified accounts of their craft 
journeying as far South as San 
Francisco. They were superb 
sea boats. However, once that 
cedar started to split in a big 
sea it pretty well meant the 
end of them.”
If completed on schedule, 
Gilbert said he and Ms two 
sons would enter the craft in 
The Great Sidney Rowing 
Review tMs summer. “We will 
paddle her around from Ard­
more to Sidney ... I’m looking 
forward to that.”
MARCELO MACHADO
: ’ A very speciaT commitment 
has, been made by a member 
of our community, Ms. 
Gaynor Malcolm of Sidney, 
B.C. has joined Foster 
Parents Plan.
She has ‘adopted’ little 
Marcelo Machado aged four 
years of Brazil. Ms. 
Malcolm’s monthly con­
tribution of $17.00 brings 
material and financial 
assistance to both child and 
family and is aimed at 
strengthening the family unit 
by helping each member.
$17.00 a month provides the 
family with a monthly cash 
grant, distribution of goods
Canada’s northern limit of 
tree growth is roughly 
diagonal from the mouth of 
the Mackenzie River down to 
Churchill on Hudson Bay.
STORE WIDE ianuary
UP TO
Jim Gilbert holds a scale model of a Haida canoe, the form of which ho will follow in carving- 






With A New 
' Hairstyle 
,. . . . .  ( During Our
ANNUAL PERM SALE
Januaiy 19th To Februaiy 14th.
At The
CAMEO BEAUTY SALON
2373 BEACON AVE. , 556-1713
Peninsula ^ 
Soccer Results
Hesulls of matches played 
by Ihe Peninsula Soccer Club 
on January 10th 107(1.
Div, Tc Mercury Marine (i. 
Peninsula Panthers 2,
Div, (la Lansdowne Evening 
Dplimists I'atriots 0, 
Peninsula Jets o,
Div, 7b Juan de Fuca 1, 
Peninsula Mustangs 2,
Div. tl l,akehill Bullfrog 
Service 1, Peninsula Cougars 
0.
Div. 0 Prospect Lake 'I’oros 
0, Pr'ninsiila Bobcats 2.
No home games were 
played as Ihe pitifully few 
pilches available to Ihe club 
were all under water. All 
Sunday January nth games 
were cancelled for Ihe same 
reason.
50% OFF
all sorts of jewelry 
great selection of sweaters 




MOOD RINGS & PENDANTS 
IN GOLD & SILVER
tons of blouses pant suits 
slacks ■ pants many skirts
after 5 fashions
Prices Effective
Jan. 14th To 17th.
IN YOUR FRIENDLY SIDNEY SAFEWAY STORE 
SALES IN RETvML QUANTITIES ONLY.
Fresh Bone In
Leg of Pork Roast
Whole Or Shank Portion





or Frozen in Cups.
Sliced or Skinned and Deveined.
SIDNEY RESIDENT 
‘ADOPTS’ BRAZILIAN BOY
such as vitamins, blankets, 
towels, soap and other useful 
items, medical and dental 
care, the sustained guidance 
and counselling of social 
workers and the benefit of 
special programs. A strong 
emphasis is placed on 
education. All Foster Children 
(and their brothers and 
sisters, if possible) must at­
tend school. Vocational 
training courses are available 
to Foster Children, their 
brothers and sisters and in 
some cases, their parents. The 
aim is to give the family the 
tools to help them become 
independent and self- 
supporting. Special programs 
adapted to the needs of each 
country also meet these aims.
Foster Parents and Foster 
Children correspond montMy 
(letters - are translated by 
PLAN) and often develop 
warm and affectionate 
relationships wMch mean as 
much to the child as the 
material and financial aid.
Foster Parents Plan is 
currently working in eleven 
countries in South America, 
Asia and Africa. Over 60,000 
children are currently being 
aided by individuals, groups' 
and families in Canada, the 
U.S.A., Australia and The 
Netherlands. For more in­
formation of this non-profit, 
non-sectarian, non-political 
independent organization, 
write Foster Parents Plan of 
Canada, 1.53 St, Clair Avenue 








Frozen Cod. For A 





Or Vegetable Soup 
10 FI. Ol Tin
Orange juice Bel-air Frozen 1(1 fl. oz, tin
Fruit Pies Bel-air. Apple or Clierry. Frozen. 24 oz. Size
55’' 
99*
Cream Corn 'Eown House.14 fl. oz. tin Fancy Quality. 2<>«89
149Cheese Spread
Ice Cream r 4




Gem Na2 Grade Each994
Hubbard Squash
2474 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-4814 O’ANADA QAPBWAV LIlVlITBa
wm
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Moose Meat Fried In Cod Liver - A Northland Delicacy
This is the fifth article 
written by Sidney resident 1 
Ethel Horsefield dealing with 
the experiences of she and her 
husband, Reverend Ray 




By ETHEL HORSEFIELD 
One of the things Queen 
Victoria promised our Indians 
was doctors to care for their' 
health. But how was such a 
promise to be carried out? The 
Indians were wandering about 
in small bands, obviously it 
was not possible to provide a 
doctor for each band; and 
even when bands were settled 
for a large part of the year in 
some village, it was im­
practical to provide a doctor 
for each village. And the 
distances between the 
villages, and the lack of 
transportation, meant that 
one doctor could not take care 
of a group of villages.
What happened, fifty years 
ago when my husbnad and I 
began our life among the 
Crees in northern Manitoba, 
was that the doctor came to 
see us once a year from 300 
miles away, by the govern­
ment steamer on Lake Win­
nipeg, the' s.s. Bradbury. For 
the rest of the year it was up to 
my husband and me to do 
what doctoring and nursing 
we could, supported only by a 
stock of standard medicines 
sent us annually by the Indian 
Department.
Neither of us had had any 
ihedical training, but we could 
at least read the labels on the 
bottles — and even understand 
some of them! — which had to 
be our qualification for the 
post.
Our parishioners had little 
confidence in the white man’s 
medicines anyway. Their own 
mtjdicine men took care of 
most of their needs, and their 
own midwives presided over 
that department. I remember 
though that one midwife who 
had practised 40 years, having 
heard that boracic powder 
was good for umbilical 
dressings, . .. ventured to try’it 
arid was pleased tp; find , it 
worked almost as well as the 
raisin poultices she had been 
using.
This was a valuable 
discovery, for the governirient 
supplied boracic powder free, 
whereas raisins had to be 
bought from the trader. Thus 
the virtues of modern science 
began to be appreciated 
amongst us.
COMPLAINTS 
We lent a hand where in­
vited, coping as best we could 
with the usual complaints. 
Fortunately, during the five 
years we were there we en- 
countereed no serious ac­
cidents. Our successor, a 
timid-seeming- little man, 
showed himself ready eyen for 
some surgical operations; but 
not we.
The dispensing of the drugs 
was enlivened by the efforts of 
the people to persuade us to 
deal them out lavishly. There 
was a brown cough syrup that 
was very popular os a soft 
drink; we could have disposed 
of a gallon per patient per day, 
if we had permitted it.
Cod liver oil was much in 
demand for cookery —• moose 
meat fried in it has its own 
distinctive taste; and it was 
considered, much belter than
Johnson’s Baby Oil for baby’s 
skin and also for Mother’s 
hair. It featured too in the 
preparation of deer hides, we 
suspected — a very useful 
medicine indeed. But I got to 
hate the smell of it so much 
that to this day I cannot eat 
fish. On hot summer days it 
seemed that our 
congregations perspired pure 
cod liver oil in church!
The doctor’s annual visit 
was quite an event, as may be 
guessed. He came in company 
with the Indian Agent, who 
was making his annual round 
of the reserves, paying out the 
Treaty Money of five dollars a 
head, and with the constable,’ 
also making his annual visit.
My husband would be oc­
cupied in the school, standing 
by for anything the Agent or 
the constable might want to 
ask him. My place was in our 
house, acting as nurse for the 
doctor, who took the op­
portunity to vaccinate and 
inoculate as many of the 
people for as many diseases as 
he could, and to play dentist 
for those unfortunate enough 
to have toothaches. He was no 
dentist, but he had a powerful 
wrist.
He used no anaesthetics, the 
benevolence of Government 
not having provided for them 
in his schedule of fees ... or 
perhaps Queen Victoria had 
not believed in them. It was 
heart-rending to have to try to 
hold the children while he 
went to work on them, and to 
comfort them afterwards. 
Incidentally, toothache was 
our own bugbear too. We were 
provided with “Japanese,] 
toothache drops” (made of 
carbolic acid and oil of cloves,
I think) with which we were 
able to ease the sharpest pains 
of toothache, and we used to 
tough it out until we could get' 
to a dentist in Winnipeg — 
which we managed twice in 
five years. But our teeth 
undoubtedly suffered, and in 
the end we lost them all much 
earlier than we should have, 
had they been cared for.
GIRL NAMED ‘SKUNK’
In the next house to ours on 
the reserve there lived two 
sisters, a widow and an old 
maid, and the teen-aged 
daughter of one of them — we 
did not ask of which — who 
carried the remarkable 
nickname of Skunk, because 
that animal was the first thing 
her mother saw, after the 
child’s birth.
I The spinster lady was a deaf 
mute. Perhaps she could have 
been taught to speak; but she 
had heard nothing from birth, 
and consequently had not 
picked up speech as any 
normal child does. She was 
known to everybody as 
Dummy. She was the 
cheeriest person imaginable, 
and her wide and infectious 
grin was always a welcome 
sight, even when she came at 
4:30 or 5 on a bitter winter 
morning to demand cod liver 
oil for darling Skunk, and my 
husband was dragged from his 
warm bed to stand shivering 
on the cold linoleum of the 
unhented dispensary while 
Dummy pantomimed the 
movement of a fish through 
the water, and then the action 
of uncapping an imaginary 
bottle, of pouring the invisible 
contents into a make-believe 
tumbler, gulping it down, and 
rubbing the stomach ap­
preciatively.
Then my husband would
(
your only hope.” So we found 
ourselves facing the 150 miles 
with two Indian helpers and 
two dog trains.
The first two days the 
weather was not bad: we slept 
out the first night, and spent 
the second in an Indian 
hunting cabin, on the floor. 
But the third and fourth days 
we faced a blizzard, and the 
going was very hard on 
everybody.
The men all got frostbitten;
I was almost exhausted with 
the bumpy ride; and one of our 
own dogs, that we had put in 
with the Indians’ trains to help 
out, played out completely, 
and had to be left on the ti'ail, 
to follow us or to find his way 
as best he could to the last 
Indian camp we had passed. 
We never saw the gallant little 
animal again, wlrich sounds 
horribly callous, but we were 
so near exhaustion ourselves, 
all of us, that we could do 
nothing for the dog.
Towards midnight we 
reached the cabin of a Ger­
man homesteading family, 
who treated us with the
greatest kindness, and would 
have kept us all night; but I 
knew my need of the hospital 
was urgent, and Ray got hold 
of a Russian at the next cabin, 
who cheerfully harnessed a 
team of horses and took us. the 
last six miles to town, to be 
handed over to the doctor 
there. It was seven months 
before I regained my health. 
We left the little one in a city 
cemetery.
Such are the difficulties of 
isolation—or were, then. Now 
we hear there is a road to 
Grand Rapids from Winnipeg, 
with a daily bus service, and 
there are telephones with 
which to call for a doctor in 
emergency and planes to 
bring him in, and to take 
•^jjatients out.
Looking back, I marvel at 
how healthy we all were. 
Perhaps it was just that the 
unhealthy ones died. And 
toothaches and the 
rheumaticks we eased as best 
we could with poultices, and 
then put up with them. It was a 
good life ... while we were 
young.
csl.
"RUN IT SIDEWAYS" "Si
I
take the gallon jar of oil, 
thicker than molasses in that 
freezing room, and try to 
persuade it to run through a 
cold tin funnel into a small 
bottle that Dummy could 
carry home. Perhaps Dummy 
hoped that by coming earlier 
and earlier she could get us to 
lose patience and hand her the 
whole wonderful demijohn for 
herself.
Other medicines called, of 
course, for other pantomimes, 
and it was fascinating to see 
how well Dummy could ex­
plain her needs — or her 
neighbour’s needs, or what 
she thought her neighbours 
needed — all in pantomime. I 
had better let the reader 
imagine how she would ask for
a laxative: Epsom salts were 
a popular item in her reper­
toire.
Dummy was as hard­
working as she was cheerful, 
and it was with pleasure that 
we were able to engage her 
occasionally for a day’s work 
— even if she did beat the 
daylights out of my linens with 
her washboard, and take all 
the paint off the floor with her 
scrubbing brush and the sand 
she preferred to soap for it.
Her sister, on the other 
hand, was a mournful 
creature. “Mrs. Me-sick- 
here’’ we called her, 
privately, for that was her 
invariable reply to any casual 
“How are you?” We learned to 
avoid asking. Skunk was a
bright girl in Grade 6 in my 
husband’s school, and the two 
old women loved her in their 
fashion devotedly. The dollar 
a day that the Dummy earned 
at the washtub was pretty sure 
to be spent on a new dress or 
at least new hair-ribbons for 
Skunk.
There were, of course, times 
: when sicknesses occurred that 
baffled us. I remember a 
, young woman of 17 or 18 who 
began to hiccup one day and 
kept it up day and night for a 
week in spite of all we could 
do.
Eventually we loaded her in 
a sleigh and packed her off to 
;the hospital, four days’ 
journey away. There a doctor 
saw her and was as puzzled as
we; but the shock of finding . 
herself in hospital probably 
effected the cure, for next day 
she was well and came home 
never to hiccup again. But we 
were in hot water for having 
spent $25 to pay a man to take 
her to hospital needlessly.
, There came a time when I 
was the one who'^ needed the 
hospital. We were expecting a 
“bundle from heaven” and 
something had gone wrong. 
Ray wrote the doctor by the 
monthly mail, and by good 
fortune the doctor was at 
home and replied im­
mediately, so that we had the 
answer in only nine days.
“Bring her out at once,” the 
doctor said. “I don’t think 
she’ll last the journey, but it’s
The Public is Invited to 2 Programs 
on Vancouver Island Indian Culture 
SIDNEY BRANCH
VANCOUVER ISLAND REGIONAL LIBRARY
SANSCHA HALL
in conjunction with 
the B.C. Provincial Museum
January 28 and 29 
at 7200 P.M.
BOOK CHAT




The' Duke of Gloucester 
accepted the newly published 
second volume of the History 
of the Decline and Fall of the 
Roman Empire from its 
author with “much good 
nature and affability, saying 
as he laid the quarto on the
table, ‘Another damned, thick 
square book! Always scribble, 
scribble, scribble ,L Eh! Mr. | 
Gibbon?”’ - <'rrA
This famous stunner is 
collected in James 
Sutherland’s agreeable an­
thology along with more than 
400 other high and low 
moments in the lives of 
writers - from the 7 th Century 
poet Caedmon down to P.G. 
Wodehouse and Dylan 
Thomas, whom a friend
Information From Hunters
Hunters throughout 
the province are invited to 
assist the wildlife 
management section of the 
Fish and Wildlife Branch in 
obtaining statistics on the 1975 
wildlife harvest in British 
Columbia.
During the next two weeks 
questionnaires will be mailed 
to all hunters who purchased 
species licences in 1975 for 
caribou, sheep, goal, grizzly
bear, and elk. Approximately 
50 per cent of the hunters who 
hunted moose, black bear, 
wolf, deer, and game birds 
will also receive question- 
nriires.
Dr. James Hatter, Director, 
Fish and Wildlife Branch, 
stated that the information 
provided by returning the 
completed questionnaires is 
vital to the wildlife section in 
their continuing efforts
recalls at a champagne pic­
nic: “Dylan talked copiously, 
then stopped. ‘Somebody’s 
boring me,’ he said, ‘I think 
it’s me’.”
Sutherland quotes original 
sources - memoirs, letters, 
diaries, early biographies - 
and his book is more than a 
succession of quips and 
repartees. His criteria is 
elastic enough to include 
material we might not or­
dinarily think of as anecdotes, 
a stirring example being 
Trelwaney’s extended 
narrative of Shelley’s 
drowning and his cremation in 
the prescence of Leigh Hunt 
and Byron.
He has even found an un­
familiar story about Dr. 
Johnson, who was seized one 
day by an impulse to roll down 
a steep hill. “We endeavoured 
to dissuade him, but he was 
resolute,” says a companion 
who watched the great man 
empty his pockets and tumble
to the bottom.
The teller is often as in­
teresting as the tale. And 
some unforgettable portraits- 
are drawn of men like T.S. 
Eliot, described by LA. 
Richards as “A figure, 
stooping very like a dark bird 
in a feeder, over a big table 
covered with all sorts and 
sizes of foreign correspon­
dence.”
All in all, THE OXFORD 
BOOK OF LITERARY 
ANECDOTES is filled with 
lively excerpts and bits of 
little-known information. A 
rare sequence of official 
letters during fears of a 
French invasion in 1797, for 
example, shows Wordsworth 
and Coleridge under suspicion 
of espionage. And there are 
many others. Ask for it now 
from the Sidney-North 






























Open Till 9 PM Fridays
2488 BEACON AVE. •656-5921 s.1
SOUR GRAPES BACK!
WmW




AFTER SPENDING THE BETTER PART OF A YEAR 
BATTLING ICY PRAIRIE ROADS AND FRANTIC 
AUTOGRAPH SEEKERS. THE SOUR GRAPES BAND IS 
RETURNING TO THE SIDNEY TRAVELODGE CABARET FOR 
ANOTHER ALL OUT BOOGIE AND BARNSTOMP. THE 
GRAPES, WHO FIRST OPENED THE SIDNEY 
TRAVELODGE’S CABARET IN 1975 AS A GESTURE OF IN­
TERNATIONAL GOODWILL, ARE APPEARING FRIDAY 
.JANUARY lOTH AND SAT. 17TH.
THE FOUR MEMBERS OF THE BAND, (JOHN RIGBY, 
SEAN McCOOL, CHARLIE IHGGINSON AND TERRY RUTH), 
WILL ATTEVfPT TO SING IN THI3 SAME KEY AT THE SAME 
TIME, WHILE PLAYING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. THE 
BAND INVITi:S THE PUBLIC TO JOIN THEM AT THIS FINE 
EVENT. DANCING WH.L BE IMPOSSIBLE TO AVOID. SO 
BRING YOUR FEET.
Insurance Act may 
affect YOU.
They concern such things as:
voluntarily quitting your job 
(offoctivo January 4, 1.97())
tlio (lopcndoncy rate of benefit 
(offoctivo January 4,1976)
flexibility in sickness benefits 
(effective July 1, 1976)
IM flexibility in maternity benefits 
(offoctivo February 1, 1976)
smmY
coverage for persons aged 65 




If you would like more information about those and other changes 





nobort Andrnn, Mlnlator, 
Manpower and Immigration




ATTENDANCE - gold - 
Allison Smith, Vicki Wright, 
Sherry Hindley, Corinna 
Turcotte; silver - Michelle 
Hull, Carla Higgins, Joy 
Vallance; bronze - Kim Latta, 
Susan Barrass.
MISS CONGENIALITY - 
Sherry Hindley 
MISS IMPROVEMENT - 
Michelle Hull, runner-up - 
Allison Smith.
SNOW QUEEN - Corinna 
Smith,
Junior Class
ATTENDANCE - gold - 
Karen & Sandra Hindley, 
Tammy Burnside; silver - 
Michelle Williams, Maureen 
Hinde, Cheryl Serveney; 
bronze - Jeanette Burden, 
Karen Farquliarson.
MISS CONGENIALITY - 
Maureen Hinde. '
MISS IMPROVEMENT - 
Karen Hindley.
SNOW QUEEN - Michelle 
Williams.
Senior Class
ATTENDANCE - gold - 
Carol McGeachie; silver - 
Jackie Burden, Janice 
Clanton; bronze - Cheryl




MISS CONGENIALITY - 
Carol McGeachie.
MISS IMPROVEMENT - 
Cheryl Holland.
SNOW QUEEN - Tracy 
Vallance
Raffle tickets drawn at 
Xmas Show
Food Hamper - including 
$5.00 donation from Safeway - 
E. Driver, 33 10070 5th St., 
Sidney; Hair Dryer - Donation 
by Woolco-C. Burnson (given 
out); $10.00 gift certificate - 
Donation Shoppers Drug Mart 
- Mr. G.C. Lewis, 1050 St.
CONDOMINIUM FOR 
TUUGOOSE POINT?
A proposed condominium 
development on Turgoose 
Point was presented to Cen­
tral Saanich’s Subdivision and 
Zoning Committee meeting 
Monday.
A formal presentation was 
made to council by 
Engineered Homes Ltd. for 
the development of the area 
for multiple family townhouse 
construction.





$10.00 Corps certificate - D. 
Cerveny (given out).
Sugar & Cream & Tray Set - 
Donation Robinson Store, 
Sidney - Jack Robertson, 609 
Cromar Rd., R.R. No. 1.
Pancho & Tam - Jean 
Jackson, 10212 Almond St., 
Sidney.
Science & Health 
with key to the scriptures 
by MARY BAKER EDDY 
Tells The Truth 
How To Heal With .Truth 




Christian Science R.R. 
1210 Broad St.
Victoria, 383 0216







FAMILY SHOPPING CENTRE 


















THE BRITISH COLUMBIA 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
and
tTHE DEPARTMENT OFECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT recommend business management 
courses throughout the province as a 
means of improving management skills 
and capabilities.
Camosun College, Community 
E(Jucation Services is offering the 
following business management 
courses.
BOOKKEEPING FOR SMALL 
BUSINESS
DATA PROCESSING - IN­
TRODUCTION 
MACROECONOMICS.




LABOUR - MANAGEMENT 
RELATIONS
MANAGEMENT POLICY & 
PRACTICE
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING 






WORK STUDY - MANAGEMENT 
ENGINEERING
Registration for these courses is in advance 
at Camosun College. Fw course starting 
dates, location and further information, 






272 Granville Square, 
200 Granville Street, ' 
Vancbuver.'B.C.
On Running Their Own Business
By GRANIA LITWIN 
Two Sidney women who run 
thriving businesses across the 
street from one another are 
.combining serious and/ 
determined work with en 
joyment.
This is because they both 
enjoy the luxury of being self- 
employed in occupations 
which have long been favorite 
hobbies.
Mrs. Joan Dear, wife of 
former Sidney mayor Stanley 
Dear, recently opened the 
doors of her art .supply and 
framing shop. Island Art, on 
Beacon.
Her first business venture of 
any kind, the store has been 
providing artists with paints 
and pencils, canvas and 
crayons since last March.
And the inventory of frames 
has gradually increased to the 
point where the shop now 
leasts one of the largest 
slocks of standard size frames 
on the Island.
Not had progress for loss 
than 12 months in operation, 
Mrs. Dear added that a now 
piece of cciuipment expected 
to arrive from Denmark soon 
will cut mouldings for quicker 
service,
"1 have been interested in 
art for years," said Mrs. Dear 
in an interview this week, "I 
can't draw myself but I have a 
great appreciation for art.
Tlu! store keeps her Inisy 
every day of the week and on 
weekends Mrs. Blanche 
Douma and Mrs. Mina Leigh 
work pari lime in Ihe shop, she 
said.
While she has never at 
tempted niiining lier own 
laisinoHs before, the vivacious 
Mrs. Dear explained she has 
liad varied exiierience as a 
s(n*relary and active volun 
leer.
la fact, eight years ago 
wliea lier Inislxiad reliirned to 
Ihe Uaiversily of British 
('ohimlua lo lake a masters 
degree in education ,i’.he wont 
liiiek lo work and supported 
Ihe family as a secretary in 
Ihe UBC cliemisiry depart 
meal,
20 YMAILSIN.SIDNKY 
Bora ill Pori Alberni hut a 
ri'sideiil of Sidney far more 
Ilian 20 years, Mrs. Dear .said 
she does have future plans lo 
improve and expand I lie store 
bill not jiiHl yel.
Right now I am enjoying 
talking to the artists and being { 
surrounded by beautiful 
paintings. It is a lovely place 
to work.”
While Mrs. Dear hangs 
works of local artists from 
Saanich and the Gulf Islands 
on her shop walls, across the 
street in a bustling real estate 
office, Mrs. Marion Hulme 
(the widow of Gordon Hulme) 
carries on a business she took 
over 10 years ago.
Finding herself a widow 
after the death of her husband 
in 1966, Mrs. Hulme wasted no 
time in picking up the pieces. 
The oldest established real 
estate and insurance agency 
on the peninsula, Gordon 
Hulme Ltd., which her 
husband had bought in the 
early 1950s was not to he sold 
she determined.
Hulme had bought the then 
S. Roberts Agency, located in 
what is now the Beacon 
Barber shop, and developed it 
into a large business which 
now operates from offices at 
2‘1'1'1 Beacon.
I had never worked nl all in 
the field and had lived at home 
raising our two daughters," 
recalled Mrs. Hulme.
Within a few weeks of my 
husband’s death 1 decided I 
wasn't going to sell the 
business I would get my 
insurance licence and real 
estate salesman’s licence," 
GOAI.KSTAHLISIIKI)
With this goal in mind Mrs, 
Hulme sludied four hours a 
day on her UBC correspon­
dence courses as well as 
looking after homo and 
business.
"I have (ogive a lot of credit 
to the staff which asHisIcd me 
at Ihe time. It was a groat 
challenge for me and although 
I wondered if I would pass 1 
studied like mad,"
After receiving the licences 
which allowed her lo operate 
Ihe real eslale business 
herself Mrs. lliilmo niwer 
looked hack,
The firm which she felt must 
he kept in I lie family for 
sentimenlal rea.snns because 
it had consumed years of hard 
work by her husband has now 
hecoine Mrs, lliilnie's 
greatest joy and occiipallon, 
As for iiohliios?
"I'm loo darn lired (o have 
hobbles or do anything else,"
WE’VE CHECKED AND COMPARED AND WE 
STILL HAVE THE LOWEST FOOD PRICES
Joan Dear nins an art store on Beacon Avenue and says she 
spends much of her day dealing with customers on the 
telephone, "1 love the work," she told The Review.
Ilk’
li'slilliliiliililAi..
Marlon Hulme works in a lastefully appointed office on Beacon 
Avoniio (Review photo)
slie .said wltli a smile,
And Mrs, Hulme has passed 
on Ihe love for the business lo 
her younger dmighler Ijosley 
wlio joined Ihe firm at age 19
and worked there until her 
marriage last August, Now 
Mrs. Steven Ames, l-esley 
works at the Royal Insurance 
Group in Victoria.
TRY US I
YOU'LL LIKE THE TOTAL BETTER
A Ilarlied Subject
An original (.’(silral Saanicli 
by-law prohihiling liarbed 
wire fencing along road 
allowances was brouglil into 
focus at a meeling of (Jontral 
Saanicli’s I’lihlic Works 
Uomniillee Monday,
The area, wliicli is on 
Lochsidi? Hoad at Sicily's 
Gross Road, and horderfi on
the Historical Artifacts 
Society property is fenced 
with harlicd wire where 
repairs were made wlioii 
damage occurred to the 
existing fence while inslalling 
water service.
It was learned that the cost 
of replacing the harhod wire 
will) page fencing would cost 
the municipality $114.2(1.
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Saturday Night Patrol Of Peninsula By RCMP Yields Variety Of Events
Queen
Review staff member John 
Manning joined a Sidney 
RCMP patrol car Saturday 
evening, for a full shift of duty. 
The following is his report of 
what took place.
By John Manning 
The patrol car was still 
warm. The prisoner shield 
locking the driver away from 
any occupant of the back seat 
was down. Constable Tom 
Brown, a 12 year veteran of 
the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police was about to start an 
eight hour shift.
It was four p.m., Saturday, 
January 10th.
Little did he know that 
before the night was out he 
would face down five angry 
men, all of whom had been 
drinking, pull over a speeding 
car driven by the brother of a 
fellow officer, have dinner 
with a man he had sent to 
prison and attend the 
wreckage in which a ferry 
master escaped death only by 
the whim of fate.
The evening commenced 
quietly enough: Brown read 
through the log updated by the 
last shift: he drank two cups of 
coffee in the detachment’s 
mess room, which among 
other items, had the face-on 
and side-view photo image of 
an escaped rapist pinned to 
the wall. The convict had 
departed from William Head 
in recent times and was still at 
large.
Last week’s copy of TIME 
magazine was cover-up on the 
table. The ceiling in tWs room 
was leaking under preasure 
from heavy rain, which, still 
falling at 4:10 p.m. had 
commenced to turn into snow. 
“It’ll be a busy night if this 
keeps up,” said Brown taking_ 
a look out the window.
Constable Jim Peever en­
tered the mess room. When he 
spied the two puddles of rain 
water he shook his head.
“The boss won’t like this,” _ 
he said. He wiped the floor dry 
with paper towels. The rain, 
for some reason, then stopped 
coming through the ceiling.
There is a coffee scoreboard 
hung in the mess with each 
members name inscribed on 
the left hand side: this board 
is affixed to the rear wall. The 
Government does not pay for 
coffee consumed by the RCM- 
P.
PONCHO WORN 
Brown, wearing a dark blue 
RCMP rain poncho over his 
duty jacket, slid into the 
driver’s seat of the patrol car. 
He buckled himseU in using 
both a shoulder harness and 
lap belt; he placed his cap 
between the prisoner shield 
and the front seat, switched 
the police radio on, adjusted it 
and set out on patrol.
It was still only 4:19 p.m.
He drove with a com­
fortable, relaxed assurance 
and like a shark looking for its 
first meal of the night the dark, 
machine moved west along 
Beacon Avenue. By two a.m. 
the car would add another 95 
miles to its speedometer.
“On a quiet night we can put 
up to 150 miles on the rotid but 
then you’re not doing much, 
just sitting in the car,” said 
Brown. As he spoke his eyes 
automatically checked store 
fronts, two men walking East 
along Beacon and a car 
parked in the shadows 
abridging the Credit Bureau. 
Over the radio came a con­
tinuous chatter between the 
Colwood Detachment and 
Duncan with the .subject being 
the lieavy snow moving down 
upon the Malahat. Brown 
ignored it.
Auxiliary Constable Stephen 
Pelton accompanied Brown on 
this Saturday night patrol.
'I’here was ti core, a fibre to 
Pelton svhich was almost 
eclipsed by his (luict 
politeness, a demeanor more 
befitting a librarian tlwn a 
man who once won a boxing 
championship for tlie whole of 
• England, Last year he worked 
a neat total of 2000 hours 
without fxiy for the Sidney 
detachment,
NO SET ROUTINE
The car headed down Mills 
ro;id, its headlights picking up 
the sea on Ihe last dip before 
the church. There was no 
programmed routine on whore 
the car would go during this 
night.
It was purely up to Brown: 
on the merest of whims he 
could direct his machine down 
any sitle rotid or back alley In 
the area covered by Sidney 
and North Saanich, The car
Captain Henry Amodeo, Master of the ferry 
Queen of Esquimalt, narrowly escaped death 
Saturday night when his auto managed to 
leap clear over the cement median of the
highway. Such was the force of the collision 
that one entire section of the median blocks 
were pushed out of line.
When Constable Tom Brown 
stopped a speeding car 
Saturday, intent on giving the 
driver a warning lecture, he 
discovered him to be the 
brother of a fellow police 
officer.
(REVIEW PHOTOS)
over 60 when we first saw 
you,” he told him. “You’d 
better take it easy.”
At this moment a call 
crackled over the radio to 
Pelton: he responded with the 
methodic ease of a 
professional police officer. 
“Someone’s apparently 
walking about on the roof over 
the Sidney Shopping Plaza,” 
he was told. Barely two 
minutes later both Brown and 
Pelton join an another Sidney 
RCMP car at the Beacon 
Plaza. They found no one on 
the roof.
The patrol was resumed. F or 
no apparent reason, other 
than they have not been there 
during the evening the two 
officers drove down to the 
Swartz Bay ferry terminal. A 
man runs out. “A bunch of 
drunks wrecked a stateroom 
on board the Queen of 
Esquimalt. They’re still 
there!” he said.
The police car drove onto 
the ferry. Brown and Pelton 
walked up to Stateroom 
Number Five. Two cases of 
beer were spilled about the 
main hallway. Five men and a 
young woman, aged 22, were 
engaged in heated con­
versation with a rotund ferry 
officer.
“Oh God,” said one of them, 
when he spied Brown. “You 
didn’t have to call the cops...”
Brown, keeping his back to 
the doorway of the stateroom, 
asked for identification.
NAME REQUESTED
“Who the hell do you think 
you are asking ME for iden­
tification...,” replied the man. 
“I don’t know who YOU are ... 
bloody cops”
“I don’t have to tell you who 
I am,” replied Brown. His 
voice quietly contested to the 
other man’s drunken rage.
“Well I’m not going to tell 
you who I am either,” replied 
the ferry passenger, a tall 
muscular looking gentleman 
in his early thirties. “Call the 
other two cars”. Brown told 
Pelton. We’re taking these 
people in.”
Brown was then left alone to 
, face the five men, aU of whom 
were crowding in upon him.
The tall man pushed his face 
up to Brown. “You cops are 
really something,” he snarled.
“Knock it off!” said one of 
his companions. “We’ll clean 
the mess up.
Moments later there were a 
total of six policemen aboard 
the ferry. No one was 
arrested. The stateroom was 
cleaned up by the passengers 
and inspected briefly by the 
ship’s master Captain Henry 
.Amodeo, a 58 year old grey­
haired gentleman who looked 
tired.
It was almost midnight.
Seeing the situation in hand 
the captain decided to go 
ashore. Getting into his car he 
started South down the high­
way. However, the night was 
not over for Captain 
Amodeoo: not far South of 
Beacon his car left the road at 
some speed, entered the ditch 
in the Southbound lane and 
then rocketed, airborne, over 
the cement median of the 
highway where it alighted on 
its wheels in the fast lane of 
the North bound portion of the 
road. His head cracked the
windscreen. Raw gasoline 
from split engine lines spewed 
onto the highway.
WRECKER ARRIVES 
A wrecker driven by Dune 
Gurton towed the car away. 
Another patrol car from the 
Sidney detachment took 
Captain Amodeo to Resthaven 
hospital. In spite of the 
violence of the crash he did not 
appear seriously injured.
Brown had been on shift 
almost nine hours.
A juvenile, who had con­
sumed a number of beer and 
taken a friend’s car awaited 
him at the detachment of­
fice. He gave the lad a 
breathylizer test in the 
presence of the boys angry 
father. 'I’he two finally 
departed the station.
“I bet you that boy has his 
rear-end tanned when he gets 
home,” said Pelton.
Brown poured himself 
another cup of coffee, glanced 
at the floor of the mess room 
and said: “Well, at least the 
roof’s not leaking 
anymore...we can go home 
now”.
Chez Ernest offers to Victorians the first Rotisserie- 
prepared gourmet menu. Fresh from the revolving spit 
come delicacies of Roasted Pheasant and Duck and 
delicious Chicken. These delightful fowl are offered hot 
and dripping from Chez Ernest’s exclusive rotisserie. A 
fine grill offers 15 oz. Porter House Steaks, Shis.h Kabobs 
and Lambehops. Reservations recommended at 479-2123.
As an auxiliary member of the Sidney RCMP detachment Steve 
Pelton wears the same uniform except for one detail: no 
auxiliary member is allowed to carry a sidearm. Pelton, who 
once served three years with the Canadian Guard regiment on 
Parliament Hill in Ottawa, had on the same pair of boots he 
wore when being inspected by Her Majesty the Queen. '
When one of his headlights went out whilst he was on Patrol 
Constable Tom Brown replaced it himself.
passed the Indian Reserve in 
Patricia Bay.
“These are good reserves,” 
said Brown. “We don’t have 
much in the way of trouble on 
them.”
He pointed to a tree fronting 
the sea. “See the scars on that 
arbutus?” The headlights slid 
by upon it. “A car went off the 
rocid there last night.”
The patrol continued 
without incident until just 
after six p.m. Brown, in full 
uniform entered MR. MIKE’S 
restaurant in the Sidney Plaza 
and this place, which was 
crowded on Saturday night, 
went slightly quiet for a 
moment.
Joking with the proprietor 
Brown ordered a tenderloin 
steak, rare, with salad and a 
baked potato; h6 bought sour 
cream but no butter for the 
poUUo and sat down in the only 
seat left in the establishment, 
PA IRONSENT 
I’D PRISON
On the opposite side of the 
table a young man .sat with his 
attractive wife; Brown and 
the man excluinged friendly, 
greetings and continued a 
lively conversation 
throughout the meal,
They first mot two years ago 
when Brown’s police work 
sent the man to prison. The 
gentleman was still a resident 
of William Head out on a 
weekend pass.
Twenty-five minutes later 
the car resumed its patrol, 
Pelton enjoyed his fourtli 
cigarette of the evening as the 
car pulled to a stop at the 
corner of Amity Drive and the 
Pat Bay Highway.
“We'll see if we can get a 
;i|K;C'd('r.'' ;;aid BroNvn. 'rherc 
was the merest tinge of 
change in his voice: the car 
headlight-s were snapped off 
but the V-ll engine continued to 
run and Pelton and Brown 
discussed the prosi)ecl.s of 
catelling a ’speeder’ in much
the same way two duck 
hunters, sitting in a blind, 
would talk in the first light 
before dawn.
“It’s quiet tonight,” said 
Pelton. “The rain always 
seems t’o slow them down.” 
“The other car had radar set 
up for the last two hours just 
up the highway. They didn’t 
even write one ticket. You 
don’t often see it this quiet,”
Brown chuckled, "Wouldn’t 
you just love to hear one come 
a-gearin’ down the road?”
No sooner had the words 
'left his lips than a car 
streaked by the intersection 
and the great dark police car 
leapt forward out of hiding 
arcing into the highway 
so neatly , R could 
have been dropped out of the 
sky.
The red and blue dome light 
of the RCMP car snapped the. 
driver of the civilian car into 
pulling his machine off the 
road. Donning his hat. Brown 
walked slowly up to the driver. 
Pelton commenced radioing 
the licence plate number lo 
Victoria headquarters for a 
computer check. Suddenly his 
traasmission ceased.
“Jesus!” he says, “'riiat 
guy’s Al, my brother.”
Brown had discovered Ihe
same thing but nevertheless 
gave the gentleman a stern 
lecture. “You were doing well
ALDERMAN
WELCOMED
Alderman Frank Waring 
was welcomed lo Central 
Saanich council by Mayor 
Jean Butler as a special 
council and commitlee 
meetings Monday evening.
“He’s down lo 59 miles per 
hour,” said Brown, who now 
sounded almost disappointed. 





Call us for 
a free Inspection
If your roof is ISyoars old or 
more, thon you should have it 
inapoclod soon - boloro water 
damage begins,
Give us a call now. As your 
qualified Canadian Gypsum 
roofing contractor we'll give 
your roof a thorough export 










Your Complete Home Entertainment Centre
2363 Beacon Ave. 656-3012
I
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Sidney Passes Fence By-Law — New Laws For Home Owners Already In Effect
1, In this Bylaw: “P^once”, 
excluding “Industrial 
Fence”, shall mean a fence 
at least three (3) feet in 
height throughout, above 
the general surface of the 
ground and substantially 
constructed of either stone, 
brick, wood or iron, or 
partly of any one or more of 
such materials, and if made 
of bars, boards or rails of 
wood or iron, shall be of 
such dimensions as to leave 
not more than four (4) 
inches between the several 
bars, boards or rails 
respectively.
“Swimming Pool” shall 
mean an artificial 
structure capable of 
being filled with water 
to a depth of eighteen 
(18) inches or more nad 
constructed for the 
purpose of swimming, 
bathing, or wading but 
shall not include an 
above-grpund pool.’
2. This Bylaw shall not apply 
to fences existing within the 
Municipality at the date of 
the adoption of the Bylaw, 
or to chain link fences 
surrounding tennis courts, 
parks, and other public 
enclosures.
3. No person shall ei’ect any 
fence to which this Bylav/ 
applies exceeding four (4) 
feet in height above the 
level of the ground on which 
it is erected within twenty 
five (25) feet' of a street 
except where residential 
property in height along the 
adjoining property line 
adjoins Commercial 
property inwhich case the 
fence may be side (6) feet.
4. Notwithstanding Section 3 
hereof, no person shall 
erect any fence to which 
this Bylaw applies- ex­
ceeding three (3) feet in 
height above the curb level 
within twenty five (25) feet
close boarded lumber, 
solid m a s 0 n a r y , 
plywood of 
thickness or greater, 
chain-link wire with 
openings not exceeding 
2” in any dimension or 
of other material and 
design that will 
reasonably prevent 
children from climbing 
over or through it to 
gain access to the pool.
(c) The exterior surface 
shall be free from 
projections, rails or 
bracing that would 
facilitate climbing.
(d) Gates in the said 
fence shall be latched 
with a self-closing and 
self-locking device 
located at the top of and 
inside the gate and 
fence, and such gates 
shall be kept locked 
when the pool is not in 
use.
(e) The fence and gate 
shall be not less than 
four (4) feet nor more 
than six (6) feet in 
height above the ground 
at any point and with a 
clearance from the 
ground of not greater 
than foru (4) inches at 
any point.
(ii) The owner, tenant or 
occupier of the property in 
which the swimming pool is 
situated shall maintain the 
fence and gates in good 
repair at all times.
9. No person shall erect, add 
to or replace any fence 
except under a written 
permit to be obtained from
'f'ctor of 
upon
the Building Inspei 
the Municipality 
written applica lion.
10. Every person applying for 
a permit pursuant to 
Section 9 hereof, shall 
present, with the ap­
plication, a plan showing 
the location oi' proposed 
location fo the fence and 
details of he proposed 
fence, including gate.' and 
closing devices where 
required by this Bylaw.
11. Every person applying for 
a permit pursuant to 
Section 9 hereof, slu\ll pay 
to the Municipality at the 
time of issue of such per­
mit, a fee of Ten dollars 
'.($10.00.
12. Every person who con­
travenes this Bylaw by 
wilfully doing any act 
which it forbids or omitting 
to do any act which it 
requires to be done, is 
guilty of an offence and is 
liable, on summary con­
viction, to a fine of not less 
than twenty five dollars 
$25.00) and not more than 
three hundred dollars 
. ($300.00) for a first offence 
and for each subsequent 
offence to a fine of not less 
than fifty dollars ($50.00) 
and not more than three 
hundred dollars '.($300.00). 
A separate offence shall be 
deemed to be committed 
upon each day during and 
inwhich that contravention 
occurs or continues.
of the interesection of two 
streets.
5. No person shall erect any 
fence to which this Bylaw 
applies, other than a fence 
as provided for in Sections 3 
and 4 hereof, exceeding six 
(6) feet in height above the 
level of the ground on which 
it is erected.
6. “Industrial fences” are
permitted in Industrial and 
Commercial zones and 
shall be constructed of 
chain link, minimum 9 
gauge, maximum of 4” 
openings, or of similar 
material and design. No 
person shall erect any 
industrial, fence exceeding 
eight (8) feet in height 
above the level of the
ground on wich it is erec­
ted.
7. No person shall erect any 
fence of barbed wire or any 
fence any part of which 
contains barbed wire ex­
cept that Industrial fences 
may have no more than 
three (3) strands of barbed 
wire placed at the top of 
such fence.
8. (i) Private swimming pools 
existing or prospective 
within the Municipality 
shall be enclosed by a fence 
confirming to the following 
specifications:
(a) The feqce shall 
completely surround the 
swimming pool
(b) The fence shall be of
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
NOTICE
Sidney and North Saanich Chamber of Commerce 
will elect it’s 1976 executive Jan. 15th at the Sidney 
Hotel - luncheon 12 noon - 1 p.m.
The Annual Installation Dinner Meeting will be held 
January 23rd at the Sidney Travelodge. CockUiils at 
6:30 p.m. Dinner at 7:30 p.m. Tickets may be pur­
chased in advance from the Royal Bank or Fredrick’s 
shoes at $5 each.
Since tickets will be limited, members and friends 
are urged to make arrangements to attend as early as 
possible.
The Secretary
WHY NOT START THE NEW YEAR 
WITH NEW EQUIPMENT
PENINSnA RAILWAY PLANS MAY BE LODGED IN OBSCURE ‘PIGEON-HOLE’
publicity 13By Former Review Editor 
11.V. GREEN 
Imagine for a moment: 
gleaming high-speed railcars 
on smooth tracks speeding 
north from Burnside on In- 
terurban Road to west of the 
Observatory, then along the 
old route of Wallace Drive to 
Brentwood Bay, Saanichton to 
a destination beyond.
Or as an alternative: on new 
tracts to Royal Oak, somehow 
circumventing the Plaza and a 
mass of new warehouses and 
interchanges to gain the old 
Cordwood Limited right of 
way west of Elk Lake and 
Bear Hill. Then to negotiate 
the Keating industrial com­
plex in order to feoccupy the 
former Veyaness route 
through Saanichton, Bazan 
Bay into Sidney.
Perhaps it would be best to 
consider the partially existing 
rail line in a cutting by Town 
and Country. Unnoticed there, 
but prominent as it crosses the 
valley on an old wockIoii trestle 
by Swan Lake and emerges at 
(Juadra Street by the winery.
Formerly Ihe lino crossed 
Blenkinsop Lake on a trestle 
bridge and continued up the 
valley and through Cordova 
Bay on Lochside to traverse 
the level farmlands beyond, 
before hearing away lo the 
west and Patricia Bay,
Such a new railway, 
utilizing parts of existing 
rights of way, is not just a 
figment of idle imagination, 
hut a prinl-on-pai)er con 
ceplion of [irovincial planners 
given I'laiiner publicity 13 
months ago.
HAILWAY NET 
l''ormerly Ihe line crossetl 
Blenkinsop Lake on a trestle 
bridge and continued iq) the 
valley and through Cordova 
Bay on Lochside to traverse 
Ihe level farmlands I'leyond, 
before bearing away to the 
west and Patricia Bay,
Sucli a new railway, 
utilizing parts of existing 
rights of way, is not just a 
figmeui of idli; imagination, 
liul a iirinl-on papi'r con­




Stored in memory is some 
knowledge of the railway net 
which once pattered Saanich 
Peninsula. It was learned 
from an admirable book. The 
Cordwood Limited, by George 
Hearn and David Wilkie, 
which has had three printings 
in ten years. What has been 
written will be explained by 
the following paragraphs.
A few days ago I was driving 
from Sidney to Victoria on 
Highway 17. It was late af­
ternoon and my journey was 
decidedly against the flow of 
traffic, for the north bound 
lanes bore an almost con­
tinuous stream of cars and 
trucks, campers and coaches, 
the latter headed either for 
ferry or airport. Traffic 
toward town at that hour was 
extremely light, and for the 
whole distance driving was 
relaxing and unimpeded.
Folk who remember the 
road facilities on the Penin­
sula 25 years ago may well 
marvel at Ihe changes brought 
about by. construction of the 
Highway, and perliaps may 
accord a belated nod of ap­
preciation to the driving force 
who saw through the highway 
construction, the Honourable 
and Reverend Phil Galardi, 
Much maligned as he was for 
one cause or another, he knew 
where roads were needed and 
pushed the project.s through. 
Thinking of the changes that 
have occured in the last couple 
of decades! remembered that 
a year or so ago I had torn out 
aiid filed the front page of the 
Colonist, of date Decemiier 14, 
1974. A big splash on page 1, 
and continued on page 6, gave 
news of a grandiose scheme 
for Rapid Transit in the 
Capital Region, It was said 
that the sum of $1.50 million 
had lieen ‘earmarked’ for the 
project,
HESTOHA'nON PHOPO.SEI) 
Basis of the |)roposed rapid 
transport programme was lo 
be resloration of Hie old CN 
line to Metchosin, Sooke find
Cowichan Lake, said to be 
intact but needing repair, and 
construction of a new light 
railway northward from 
Victoria through the Saanich 
Peninsual. In consideration of 
the latter it was noted that 
most of the right of ways 
relating to the long dismantled 
Canadian Northern, Victoria 
and Sidney, and B.C. Electric 
railways are still intact and 
therefore can be recon-..
structed.
Footnote to a three-column 
route map of the abandoned 
systems stated: “Provincial 
government plans to establish 
light-rail tranist system using 
existing and abandoned rail 
lines.”
To the railway enthusiast, 
and there are many still, the 
whole conception would ap­
pear as a glorious pipe-dream.
British Columbia Region Housing Statistics
According to preliminary 
data 2,569 dwelling units were 
started in November in the 19 
centres enumerated monthly 
in British Columbia. This 
brought total urban starts for 
the first nine montlis of the 
year to 23,373 units, up 4.9 per 
cent over the same period last 
year.
Preliminary information 
indicated that there were 1,042 
single detached starts and 
1,527 other starts in November 
in urban British Columbia.
Urban Canada reported 
18,927 shirts in November 
1975. Of those, 8,134 units were 
single detached, and the 
balance, 10,793 units were 
other types of housing.
On a seasonally adjusted 
bfisis, the annual rate of shirts 
in November was 28,500 units
for urban British Columbia, 
and 208,500 for urban Canada. 
The seasonally adjusted 
annual rate of starts for all 
areas of Canada in November 
was 258,500 units.
Preliminary figures for the 
Vancouver meti’opolitan area 
showed that there were 1,508 
units started in Novembr 1975. 
In the same month last year 
there were 435 starts, single 
detached shirts in November 
1975 totalled 711 units and all 
other starts totalled 857 units.
In the Victoria metropolitan 
area, preliminary November 
data indicated tliat 299 units 
were started as compared to 
142 units in the cor-responding 
month last year. Single 
detached units accounted for 
94 starts and others shirled in 
November tohilied 205 units.
But the very idea of utilizing 
existing rights of way for a 
line, say, from City centre to 
Swartz Bay seems quite ab­
surd and impractical.
The airport !#iow obstructs 
the old routes of the Canadian 
Northern and B.C. Electric 
Interurban to Patricia Bay 
and Deep Cove respectively, 
and practically all of the 
rights of way formerly in use^ 
are masked by new 
developments.
It would be interesting io 
know how many abortive 
hours were consumed by the 
planners were consumed on 
the visionary scheme that was 
made public in a mighty 
splurge a year ago, and, so far 
as the writer is aware, has 
since been ignored or 
relegated toan obscure pigeon 
hole in the labyrinth of public 
records.
Until the automobile 
becomes an economic im­
possibility for the private 
motorist it would seem that 
many years must elapse 
before a rapid transit railway 
through the Peninsula can be 












GEORGE ELLIOT AND THE NEW DAVID BROWN 995 DIESEL 
COME IN THIS WEEK AND MAKE A DEAL
BUTLER BROTHERS]
Farm & Industrial Equipment / Pumps & Irrigation







Mills Road, Sidney, B. C.
Jnunary I7th













10 LU. (’RUCK MTEAK 
III LU. GUOUNII BEEF 
10 LU. CROSS UlU ROAST 
.5 LU. STEW
■lACK MACAUI.AV







PRICES EFFECTIVE THURS., Fill. & .SAT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD:
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
New Store lloura 8-5 Monday thru Sat.
FREEZER PACKS
10 lbs. GROUND BEEF 
20 lbs. GROUND BEEF nr
10 lbs. GROUND ROUND nr
10 lbs. STEW BEEF ’12“
10 lbs. PORK CHOPS 
End Cut ’16“
10 lbs. PORK CHOPS 
(Mixed) ’18“









Sides of Beef bb.
Grade ‘A’ fl IQ






Where meats are a specialty, not a sideline 
FOR SERVICE & QUALITY
Local Butchers
Open Onily H;(l0 a.m. to 5!;i(l p.m. 
SI»I4CIAIJZING IN FIIGSII CUT MEATS 
AND HOME FREEZING SUPPLIES
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TOP OF THE COMPACT LINE-UP! 1 CflOO
★ Or Lease From $113.00 Per Month. Covered By The Buyer 
Protection Plan
★ Or Lease From $102.00 Per Month. Covered By The Buyer 
Protection Plan
SAFE AND ECONOMICAL LOWEST PRICE CAR 
BUILT IN NORTH AMERICA. C*?AQR®® 
PRICED FROM
★ Or Lease From $89.00 Per Month. Covered By The Buyer 
Protection Plan.
MATADOR SEDAN
NORTH AMERICA’S LOWEST PRICED INTERMEDIATE.
PRICED FROM $4695°”
HORNET 2 DR. SEDAN




★ Or Lease From $113.00 Per Month. Covered By The Buyer 
Protection Plan
★ Or LEASE From $102 Per Month. Covered By The Buyer 
Protection Plan.
"THE WIDE SMALL CAR” OFFERS ECONOMY 
AND COMFORT.
PRICED FROM








$4150'*SPORTY AND FUN TO DRIVE.PRICED FROM
THE COMPACT WAGON COO
PRICED FROM
-yr Covered By The Buyer Protection Plan
★ Or Lease From $102.00 Per Month. Covered By The Buyer 
Protection Plan.
Dealer Licence No. D.3785.
REG MIDGLEY MOTORS LTD.
★ Lease Based On A Base Model Over 3, Years
736 Cloverdale Ave. Phone 386-B7S6
Jeep City SUPER SELECTION




25 FT. CLASS “A” MOTOR HOME. G.M.C. 
CHASSIS. THIS FULLY EQUIPPED 
LUXURY MOTOR HOME PRICED AT
vT.' 'Ml
74 FORD PICKUP % TON
KUSTOM KOACH TRAILER
22 FT. MODEL. EQUIPPED WITH 
FRIDGE, STOVE, FURNACE &
'22,995*,00 WITH NEW OLYMPIC CAMPER PRICED AT 58,495°“
BATHROOM. PRICED AT *4,895JO
71 FORD 1 TON TRUCK
WITH FLAT DECK AND DUALS. PRICEDAT '3,495°°
_ ______
71 VOLKSWAGEN WESTPHALIA
74 FORD % TON PICKUP
V« - 1 SPEED. READY FOR CAMPER. . - 
PRICED AT *4,455
BEG MIDGLEYS
74 CHEV. SECURITY TRAVELER
CAMPER VAN CONVERSION WITH 
STOVE, FRIDGE, ETC. PRICED AT '8,695°°
BENDIX CORSAIR
W) FT. MINILINER. G.M. CHASSIS.
STOVE. FRIDGE, BATHROOM, ETC. ^ 
SIvEEPS SIX. PRICED AT ^13,995°°
|g
No. D.4530
Jeep Cit II 3342 OAK ST. PHONE 386-7571
1
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Judge Frederick Green journeyed out from Victoria recently to 
swear in Sidney’s new council members. Alderman Jim Lang 
was one of those taking the oath of office.
Peninsula Peopfe
The Saanich Peninsula Rug Hooking Guild met at the home of 
Mrs. Jo Grant, 10449 Allbay Road, on Tuesday, January 6th. 
This guild is carrying on the work started on the peninsula and 
in Victoria by the late Mrs. Kit Mawhood, and her former pupils 
and others interested in the craft are most cordially invited to 
join. For more information please ’phone Mrs. Muriel Prokopow 
at 652-2969 or Mrs, Jean Barker at 656-2770.
Mrs. Margaret Vanderkracht of 1451 Benvenuto Avenue en­
joyed a two weeks’ holiday at Christmas and New Years with 
her son, Corporal Dale Vanderkracht, R.C.M.P., and his wife 
and family at Grande Prairie, Alberta.
Mrs. F.M. Hamilton of 1967 Nicholas Road enjoyed a few 
weeks’ holiday at Christmas with her daughter and other friends 
and relatives in Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. James Holloway of 1250 Verdi6r Avenue have 
returned home after enjoying a three weeks’ holiday in 
Burlington and Guelph, Ontario. In Burlington they were guests 
of their daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. G.G, McKay, and 
in Guelph they stayed with their son, Stuart, who has a farm 
near there. Stuart is a broadcaster on Radio Station C-JOY 
F.M., and is also a flyer.
He is the manager for Jerry Younger, Canada’s top acrobatic 
flyer, and will accompany him on his trip to Russia in the future. 
Stuart entertained for the Holloways at a party at his farmhouse 
home, the guests being many of their old friends and neighbors. 
Their youngest son, Christopher, gave a Christmas Eve dinner 
party for them at his home in Oakville, Ontario, where he is a 
student at the Sheridan College of Applied Arts.
Central Saanich Subdivision Approved
Indian School Board Request Reviewed By Central Saanich
A request made last year for 
a sewer extension to connect 
the Saanich Indian School 
Board with the Municiple 
water main on Stelly’s Cross 
Roiid was reviewed by the 
Central Saanich Sewer and 
Water Committee On Monday.
“It appears to be in 
everyone’s best interest to 
approve the sewer extension,” 
advised Alderman Dave Hill, 
referring to claims that the 
insufficient drainage from the 
school is a potential health 
hazard.
But other council members 
expressed a desire for more 
details concerning how the 
band in general feel about the 
sewer extension, what the 
financing will be, an future 
sewage plans for the reserve 
in the event the 250 foot hook­
up will become inadequate.
“It is desirable to serve the 
school,’’ agreed Alderman 
George MacFarland, but was 
more concerned with the 
future plans of the mobile 
homes across the street from 
the school.
It was decided that 
Alderman Hill, chairman of 
the sewer and water com­
mittee, and Mr. G.L. Wheeler, 
Central Saanich Development 
Officer, will meet with
members of the band to fur­
ther discuss the propasal.
It was also decided to in­
form the Capital Regional 
Board of the plan and lo 
re(iiiest their comment.
Pound Fees 
Discussed By Council 
Fees for licensing dogs and 
impounding fees were 
discussed at Central Saanich 
council this week, and 
Finance Committee Chairman 
Donald MacLaurin promised 




Many w lling hands prepared the grand luncheon which was put 
before members of the Silver Threads in Sidney just before 
Christmas.
r
Prominent West Coast publisher John Painter journeyed up 
from San Francisco a fortnight back and whilst here visited 
William Garden’s workshop at TOAD’S LANDING. There, the 
book publisher (rear of photo) watched while Garden fired up an 
ancient Easthope engine. A grey cat known as ‘Mewer’ fled the 
scene as soon as the engine sprang to life. “I may do a book on 
these engines,” commented Painter, following his visit to the 
island compound. “I find them most fascinating.” (Review 
photo)
An application to subdivide 
a site on Styan Road and 
Central Saanich to create lots 
of .40 plus acres was made to 
Central Saanich subdivision 
and zoning committee 
meeting Monday.
“There’s no reason why this 
cannot be granted,” said 
Alderman Ray Lament,
pointing out that council has 
previously approved sub­
division of lots as small as .40
acres.
The applicant, Mr. W. 
Brain, was granted approval 





WISHES TO ANNOUNCE THE 






wish to thank all those who supported them 
in 1975. Especially the following merchants:
©Cornish’s ©Sidney Nearly New
©Sidney Sheet Metal ©Ganderton Plumbing
Anyone Interested In Membership 
Is Invited To Call 656-5958.
Weekly Press 
Commentary
Recent Political Comment 
From the B.C. Community 
Press:
NO EASY TASK 
Nakusp - Getting the economy 
moving will be no easy task.
The world lumber and pulp 
markets are still depressed 
and the forest industries are 
the major producers of funds 
in the province. - Arrow Lakes 
News
GREAT SIDE EFFECT 
White Rock - One of the great 
side effects of the Socred 
victory is the knowledge that 
outside investors will once 
again see B.C. as a good place 
to invest. This will create the 
jobs we so badly need and with. 
a:: government that is not 
hostile to' business we may be 
spared the exercise of going 
furtively to the Arabs for 
much needed investment 
funds. - The Sun
STRONGER CAJBINET 
Chilliwack - On first ap­
pearances the, new cabinet 
seems stronger than the one it 
replaced and is minus the 
‘cronies’ who were so com­
monplace in the days of 
W.A.C. Bennett. - The 
Progress.
EXCITEMENT AHEAD 
Maple Ridge - No matter what 
side of the fence you are on, 
this will be one of the most 
exciting and stimulating times 
of British Columbia’s history.
- 'I’he Gazette
KEEP US INFORMED 
Langley - It is essential that in 
the months ahead the federal 
government takes every 
opportunity to inform the 
Canadian people that the 
government itself is taking 
inflation seriously and is 
reslraining its own expenses 
I and its own costs and its own 
charges. Such leadership will 
do a great deal to make the 
programme palatable. 
Fraser Valley News Herald 
NO FREE LUNCH 
Croston - We can only protect 
our standards of living by 
increasing our productivity ■ 
through rewarding effort and 
iichievemont. There’s no free 
lunch anymore, - Tlie Review 
A FOOI- IDEA
Hope - Information Canada 
was a fool idea from the start. 
The argument was Hint by 
centralizing federal in-
linving them spread tlirough 
departments, economies c 
he achieved. In fact, as 
hound to happen in so vast and 
complex a ljureaucracy as 
that based in Ottawa, 
departmental costs continued 
mid the cost of the new agency 
Was added on top. - 'I'he 
■Standard
RAD DECISION 
l''ort St. .laines • Tlie recent 
decision by Transport Canada 
to allow Air Traffic Con­
trollers in (Jueliec to work in 
tlie Frcnich language can only 
he described as dangerous, 
detrimental and downriglil 
foolhardy. God helj) the first 
man whose aircraft is in­
volved in a tragic mishap 
simply liecnuse he ex- 
|ieri('nces the dead impact of 
lai\guage Imri'ier in an 
mnergent situation. - The 
Ooiirii'i'.
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables 
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.



















WALLACE DRIVE & W. SAANICH RD.
PRICES EFFECTIVE; Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat,, Sun., Jan. 14-18
RED SALMON^
S $165 $175





FRESH West Coast Ling
COD FILLETS
1 STEAKS A CHUNKS
$1^
195*
1 FRESH SOLE fillets 1
PACIFIC COD 
FILLETS 85*.1 FRESH COOKED ^ gM |
1 PRAWNS *1"|
1 FRKSH SHKLLHD1 PACIFIC SHRIMP
MEAT1 $^00
1 3 Or More Lbs.
%
Don
; 1 : ''L • ■' 'y)’*"-*''^ *■' •••Lu,! fi *

















CHEESE 2 LB. PKG.
I LIQUID*2” MILK POWDER.,/Z'Mdeto






126 OZ. , ^ ^ A I ARCTIC POWER
gQF PEPSI COLA 3/89* DETERGENT ^2®





SILVERWOOD’S JOCK & ,IEANIE
28 OZ.
e* COnAGE CHEESE59MBREAD
116 615^. HEG. OR 2 PERCENT W W 11»4 OZ. KING21  SIZE
2/39
GRADE
WITH $15 OllDER 
OR OVER
LIMIT ONE
Tr^rsTlNK OR WIIITO A * I MOM’S ONE POUND M
GRAPEFRUIT.« 0/03 MARGARINE Ll 5“
FRESH SNOnOY
BROCCOLI LB.
CARNATION 16 OZ. KING SIZE
COFFEE MATE
Wo Rosorvo Tho Right To Limit Quontltlos
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This Parishioner Stole An Entire Church!
Former Review publisher 
Clair Rivers a noted jour­
nalist and writer whose ar­
ticles have appeared in many 
Canadian publications is also 
something of an expert on 
churches. The following tale, 
relates the actual theft of a 
B.C. church.
By CLAIR RIVERS
British Columbia boasts 
scores, of churches, their 
architecture varying from the 
styles popular a century ago to 
the super-modern structures 
of today. But most of these 
religious centres have one 
thing in common: the Ten 
Commandments are stressed 
from the pulpits of nearly all.
One of these com­
mandments insists that 
members of the congregations 
shall not steal. That’s why it’s 
so remarkable that one 
parishioner overlooked this 
ecclesiastical dictum — and 
stole the entire church! And 
he was never punished for his 
larceny.
The community of Donald 
, was founded during Canadian 
P.acific Railway construction 
days. It was originally, known 
as First Crossing, since it was
there that the CPR first 
crossed the Columbia River. 
Donald was the first divisional 
point of the railway in that 
part of British Columbia and it 
was a proud community. It 
boasted a modern commercial 
area, many fine homes and an 
Anglican church called St. 
Peter’s that was built in 1887.
History rer ords that St. 
Peter’s was ' ult through the 
efforts of bather Pat — 
otherwise known as the Rev. 
Henry Irwin. It was con­
secrated on February 24, 1889, 
by Bishop Shillitoe. 
Parishioners were proud of 
'the 600-pound silver-toned bell 
which was presented by 
Baroness Burdett-Coutts, an 
early western Canadian 
benefactress.
SECOND CROSSING 
, The commerce of many 
Canadian communities was 
altered by the vagaries of 
railwaymen in those early 
days and Donald was no ex­
ception. Ten; years after the 
dedication of St. Peter’s 
Church, it was decided to 
change the railway divisional 
point' froih Dohdld to 
Revelstoke, also known as
Second Crossing.
The CPR was. very fair. It 
agreed to move homes and 
belongings of Donald 
residents to the new centre. 
The Old Fellows Home was 
dismantled and moved to 
Revelstoke. Arrangements 
were also made to move St. 
Peter’s; it was to serve as a 
chancel for the inadequate 
church at Revelstoke.
But when the movers 
arrived, they were dismayed 
to discover that the church 
had vanished into thin air!
Now one of the merchants of 
Donald was Rufus Kimpton. 
He married his wife Celina in 
St. Peter’s, their two sons 
were christened there and 
their first child buried there. 
Celina loved the church and 
Rufus loved Celina. So Rufus 
disregarded the exhortations 
from St. Peter’s pulpit and 
decided to steal the edifice and 
all its contents.
PIECE BY PIECE
He and his family were 
moving to Windermere, 115 
miles to the south, rather than 
joining the trek to Revelstoke. 
Accordingly,' hb dismantled' 
the church without permission
from church officials or 
Anglican authorities in far­
away New Westminster. He 
moved it piece by piece by 
wagon and barge, up the 
Columbia River and across a 
portion of Lake Windermere. 
He reassembled the entire 
church on a hillside 
overlooking the lake, where it 
still stands today.
Stolen with the church was a 
prized Bible; a gift from the 
theological college at Litch­
field, England. Rufus also 
intended to purloin the church 
bell. It was sitting at Golden 
awaiting shipment when 
churchgoers of that com­
munity decided it would be a 
suitable adorqment for their 
church. So they removed it 
and suspended it in the belfry 
of St. Paul’s Church in Golden. 
Rufus had to find another bell 
•for his Windermere church.
Not too long ago, several 
mischievous Windermere 
residents “acquired’’ the 
ancient bell from St. Paul’s 
and rehung it in St. Peter’s. 
But the Bishop directed it to be 
returned to Golden — therby : 
ruling tha t it was divine to rob' 
Peter to pay Paul.




The Merchant Prince EMPORIUM in Sidney , is closing 
it’s doors and all stock must be cleared. But, HURRY! at 
these prices stock will sell quickly. That’s at our 
SIDNEY LOCATION ONLY where the bargains are yours 








• BAR ACCESSORIES 
AND
MUCH, MUCH MORE I
I
118’ Texada 
S 18’ Cormorant^ 140 HP MERC. 1.0.
^ 20’ Weekender
^ 165 HP MERC. 1.0. SOFT TOP
S 20’ Weekender
^ 165 HP MERC. 1.0. H.T.
^ 23’ Chinook
i MERC. to. 188 HP CABIN
^ 25’ Marline
\ 233 HP MERC. 1.0. COMMAND BRIDGE
Î
 —"SPECIAL
I 20’ Weekender Soft Top
§ Full Camper Top 
§ 233 H.P. Mercruiser 1.0.
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WE TAKE TRADES
Cars, boats, trucks, campers 
* all taken in trade on any of 
our fine Sangstercraft line.
COMFU: PH LINIC OF 
Hoad Runner Trailers 
12 to 2(r Models
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TME JACK SCUTT COECMM
Once Over Lightly
Sidney’s new council, sworn in recently 
are, from left to right: Aid. Ross
Martin; Aid. James Lang; Aid. Dick Leigh;
Mayor Peter Malcolm; Aid. Jerry Tregaskis; 
Aid. Bob Wallace and Aid. Gib Baal. (Review 
photo)
By CIIAMKAUR CHEEMA 
ACTIVITIES — Last week 
on Wednesday 7th the 
Student’s Council played 
basketball against the CKDA 
Double-Dribblers. Because' of 
difficulties beyond their 
control CKDA was not able to
"THE PARKLANDIAN’
produce a full squad.
As a result their team had to 
be bolstered by a few 
teachers. Because of this the 
Council side was overpowered 
and lost a very well played 
game 30-20. Everyone who 
attended enjoyed the game.
■Librarian Phillip Teece assists a Brentwood reader in her 
choice of books at the newly opened library there.
If there is any group who 
would like to play the Council 
at any sport or if you have any 
ideas on what we do during the 
noon-hours please contact the 
writer at 656-5507. Any help 
would be greatly appreciated.
SPORTS — The Greater 
Victoria Basketball League 
started play on Tuesday 6th 
and Parkland played the Oak 
Bay Bays. In the first game 
the Oak Bay girls beat the 
Panther girls 42-25.
In the feature game of the 
evening the boys lost 96-53. 
Leading scorer for the game 
was Mike Montgomery with 16 
pts.
Despite the rather one-sided 
scores the Panthers are to be 
congratulated as the Bays are 
currently rated the second 
best team in the province.
The Senior Rugby team 
recorded it’s first win of the 
year on Thursday, by the 
score of 3-0, against Belmont- 
Fisher.
The Do-It-Yourself Home 
Hair-Cutting outfit in which I 
invested last year has proven 
a splendid success. I 
recommend it to any man 
sufficiently removed from 
society to be able to live in 
peace with a hair-style like an 
Airdale dog. It is also a good 
way to torment your wife.
Of course I’ve missed those 
philosophical discussions with 
my barber, Ted Ashee, a man 
who might qualify as the poet 
laureate of the tonsorial set, 
but you can’t luive everything.
Meanwhile 1 enjoy a 
carefree coiffure, cool in 
summer, shaggy in winter, 
capable of being partially 
repaired by a few deft strokes 
of the clippers and the step-by- 
step instructions thoughtfully 
contained in the kit.
A few close, dear friends 
have volunteered the opinion 
that I bear a startling 
resemblance to a badger 
recently caught in a mowing 
machine, but I regress so 
dramatically in every season 
to a primitive state that more 
casual acquaintances rarely 
notice the shearing.
One of my kinder and better- 
educated pais came up with a 
remark by none other than 
Plutarch who observed that 
long hair makes good-looking 
men more beautiful and ill- 
looking men more bearable 
and there’s nothing like some 
snappy Plutarch to silence a 
critic.
My enthusiasm for do-it- 
yourself barbering isn’t 
shared by the ladies in my life. 
Females and bald-headed 
men have a reverential at­
titude to hair, particularly 
females.
I was reminded of that again 
the other night, after a quick 
trim, when I chanced to tune 
in a TV curling match from 
Toronto involving two 
champion women. Everything
about them was masculine 
the powerful delivery, the 
steely-eyed concentration, the 
jaws of one methodically 
destroying her Juicy Fruit — 
but each had a brand new, 
frivolous permanent.
Between their virile curling , 
they dabbed and fluffed at 
their manufactured curls, 
running the palms of tlieir 
hands lovingly up the nape of 
their necks in those age-old 
gestures that reveal the inner 
woman not even curling can 
eliminate.
It was right in character, 
then, that my wife and 
daughter should react with 
distaste to my investment. 
These lights of my life have 
raised not a murmer of 
disapproval about the 
disreputable costumes I affect 
at home, which give me the 
look of a particularly dissolute 
beach-comber or castaway 
washed up on some coral isle, 
but as soon as 1 announced 
that my hair would no longer 
have the professional’s touch 
their protests were loud and 
clear.
Indeed, I venture to say that 
any husband or father who 
feels that he’s being taken for 
granted, that he’s just 
something that happens to be 
around, like old garden fur­
niture, can be guaranteed of 
instant, flattering attention by 
the simple expedient of an­
nouncing that he’s no longer a 
slave to his hair.
What a scene that was as I 
sat there, a sheet draping my 
shoulders, readied for the first 
sacrificial rites and my wife 
held aloft the whining clip­
pers!
. “Hold clipper in hand and 
begin clipping in the centre of 
the neck at the lowest point of 
hair growth, holding teeth of 
clipper firmly against skin, 
she read aloud from the step- 
by-step directions. “Oh, no, I
11
can’t. This is madness!’’
Her attitude could have 
been no more tremulous if 
she’d been commanded to cut 
intO' a rare tapestry or a 
Persian rug. She held the 
clippers as if they were a 
deadly weapon.
No more than 15 minutes 
later I sat there, shorn, in a 
vest of salt-and-pepper 
shavings, as austere and 
tufted as a novice monk, 
possessor of the perfect head 
for any passing anthopologist.
Somehow 1 could feel that 
I’d been invested with a new 
personality, the sort of 
transformation that might 
take a man from obscurity to 
fame in the manner of Yul 
Brynner and I gazed at their 
sweet faces, questioningly. 
“Revolting,” they agreed.
TOASTMISTRESS 
CLUB TO BE 
FORMED HERE 
International Toastmistress 
with its program of self­
development is coming to 
Sidney. A new club is being 
formed in Sidney. ‘In­
ternational Toastmistress 
Clubs’ is an educational 
organization which attempts 
to help each member discover 
her own potential and reveal 
her talents. The club meeting 
is the practice field where 
members learn by doing and 
where they develop the skills 
wliich build self-confidence.
Toastmistress training has 
benefitted many women — in 
the home, in business and in 
professional life — and it 
continues to do so as more and 
more women are discovering 
what Toastmistress can do for 
them.
An introductory Toast-, 
mistress meeting will be helc 
on Wednesday, January 21st 
at 8 p.m. at the Knights of 




Former Sidney RCMP Sergeant Harry Chambers is up and 
around again following a recent heart attack. On Monday 
morning he took his first walk following a two week stay in 
hospital.'“I’m going to do a lot of walking in the next little 






Single Breasted - 
White-Navy & Navy-White




Complete Fall Lines 
All Reduced For This Event
Entire Stock of
Remnants
Greatly Reduced For Final Clearance 
















[Blouse, in Good Assorted Styles & Colors| 




Ties & Slip On
Ass't Style & Colors. 
Sizes 5 To 10.
Reg. To 16”
Ladies Bras
I Poly. & Crepe I Soles,
Full Size Only 5-9. 
1 Reg. To 16” Now
Nlens Lee Jeans
Flare Leg - Good 
Ass't Of Sizes.
Shop Early
100% Nylon Floral 
Print Cup 
Lined With Kodel 






















& White Dress Shirts 
By "Fruit Of The loom" ^97






Beige & Light 





Nylon ■ 19" Length 
Fully Lined Pile
Attached
Hood. Reg. 9” Now
J Long Sleeve Style
97 lAciylic Pullover
2-3X
Styled in Plaids 
By "Majestic" 
Size S-M






Size 7EE To 12EE 
Reg. To 23“ Now
Mens
Sweater Shirt
Mens 100% Acrylic 
Pullover
100% Acrylic 
jacquard Front Panel 
Assort. Colors - S-M-L
Snow Flake Design 
Turtle Neck






OPERATING FROM THE LAKEHEAD 
TO THE PACIFIC
Ladies Winter Cloth Coats
Entire Floor 
Stock Reduced
For This Clearance - Shop Early




.Help Wanted Personals Personals
IIOMK PLUSSUITK 
Deluxe 1300 sq. fl. home with a 
900 sq. ft. 2 bedroom suite in 
the basement. Upper level has 
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
fireplace, wall to wall 
throughout. Downstairs the 
suite has its own entrance, 
living room, kitchen, 2 
bedrooms, bath and laundry 
facilities. Good first mor­
tgage. $67,500.
SIDNEY COMMERCIAL 
2000 sq. ft. building on corner 
lot facing Beacon Ave. 5 
Rental units. 54x100 lot. Ac­
cess on 3 sides. MLS 14826. 
$85,000.
SPLIT-LEVEL 
Immaculate 3 bedroom split 
here in Sidney. 4 levels. 
Finished family room, superb 
hardwood floors. Sundeck off 
dining room. Good Mortgage 
and early possession. Must be 













3177 SAANICH RD. 
179-3061 386-3585
67 Dodge Monaco. 4D.HT-318-8; 
P.S; P.B. etc. Low mileage, 





2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
SANITARY GARBAGE SER­
VICE. Sidney Clean-up. Ray 
Bowcott, 656-1920. 36-tf
Mature person to stay with elderly 
man occasional days or weekends. 
Able to prepare meals, no 
housework. 652-3872.
Baby sitter for exuberant two year 
old. Approx. 2V2 days per week. 
Deep Cove area. Mrs. Grieve 656- 
1455.
Bookkeeper-Accountant, 
preferably with construction 
company experience wanted for 
local construction firm. Hours and 
salary negotiable. Phone 656-4217.
NOTICE TO




FURNACES & DUCTWORK 
SUCKED CLEAN with high 
powered truck mounted vacuum 
unit. Call Peninsula Chimney 
Service. 656-4295, also for con­
ventional brush 8. ' vacuum 
cleaning of chimneys, furnaces, 
stoves, etc. 34-tf
FAMILY HOME 
Very well built 3 bedroom full 
basement home. Excellent 
location here in Sidney. 
Partially finished basement. 




Delightful 3 bedroom home 
of just under 1200 sq. ft. Only 4 
years old and is immaculate 
condition. Separate Dining 
Room. 50x120 lot that is full 
landscaped. Carport with 
storage shed in rear. Good 








2419 Beacon 656-3924 j
Deep Cove area, 3 Bdrm. water­
front cottage,oil furnace, fireplace 
and beach. $350.00 per mon. 
Available Feb. 1st. Married couple 
or same with one child. 656-4148, 7- 
8 p.m.
John Bruce Bus: 656-3928 
Res. 656-2023 or 656-6151 
Sidney Realty Ltd.
CUTE AND COZY 
2 Bedroom no step home. Open 
beam ceiling.
Comfortable living room with 
acorn fireplace. Secluded 
fenced yard. Nicely land­
scaped. Separate garage. 
Walking, distance to town. 
Asking $48,500.00 
Wm. Rogers 652-1891
Brentwood Bay - New Deluxe 
weekly accommodation, maid 
service, 6 ft. 8 in. beds, cable,T.V., 
electric kitchenettes. Only half a 
block from Restaurant, Laun­
dromat, Library etc. Off season 
rates, $70.00 weekly, $240.00 for 
thirty days. Phone 652-1551.
Owner Wilt Dorman gives 
sonal attention to all orders. 
PHON E 656-4754
per-
Expanding Canadian Oil Company 
needs dependable person who can 
work without supversion. Earn 
$14,000 in a year plus bonus. 
Contact customers in Sidney. 
Limited auto travel. We train. 
Write M.R. Dick, Pres., South­
western Petroleurn Canada Ltd., 
87 West Drive, Brampton, Ontario. 
L6T 2J6.
TOP RATED FIRM
Needs capable, mature person. 
Excellent opportunities with firm 
doing successful business. Above 
average income plus regular cash 
and vacation bonuses. Products 
have big repeat potential. Airmail 
President, Dept. AF, P.O. Box 70, 
Station R, Toronto, Ontario M4G 
3Z6
notice is hereby given to 
creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of the 
above named deceased, who 
died in Sidney, British 
Columbia, on October 29, 1975, 
are hereby required to send 
them, properly verified, to 
McKimm and Stevenson, 
Barristers and Solicitors, at 
9830 Fourth Street, Sidney, 
B.C. before the 11th of 
February, 1976 after which 
date the Administrator will 
distribute the said estate 
among the parties entitled 
thereto, having regard only to 
the claims of which they then 
have notice.
Kim Louise Appleyard 
Administrator 
MCKIMM & STEVENSON 
Solicitors
ARCHER - WEISNER 




2280 HARBOUR RD. SIDNEY
RETIREMENT LOT, Roberts Bay 
area, quiet, dead end street. Close 
to beach, walking distance to 
shopping, $24,500. 656-5686. 1-1
SAANICH
8
BRENTWOOD BAY — New 
Deluxe weekly accommodation, 
maid service, 6 ft. 8 in. beds, cable 
T.V., Electric kitchenettes. Only 
half block from Restaurant, 
Laundromat, Library etc. off 
season rates $70.00 weekly. $240.00 
for thirty days. Available Nov. 
11th. Phone 652-1551. 46-tf
FURNISHED, HOUSEKEEPING 
ROOM. Older gentleman and non 














Estate of the deceased; MC­
DONALD, Svea Muriel, o.k.a. 
MACDONALD, Svea Muriel, late 
of 10625 Blue Heron Rd., Sidney, 
B.C.
Creditors and others having 
claims'against the said eslate(s) 
are hereby required to send them 
duly verified, to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 635 Burrard Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 3L7, before 
the 25th day of February, 1976 after 
which date the assets of the said 
estates (s) will be distributed, 
having regard only to claims that 
have been received.
CLINTON W. FOOTE 
PUBLICTRUSTEE 
1-4
Boy's Mustang bike. Orange 
banana seat. Reward. 656-5695.
Would the person who picked up by 
mistake the wrong pair of climbing 
boots, please return to Beacon 
'Plaza shoe repair.







Garden Service. Pruning. Bruno 
Von Schuckmann, phone 656-1990.
Coming Events
760 SQ. FT. STORE space tor rent 
Jon Beacon Ave. Sidney. Phone: 
I 656-3314. 1-2
1000 Government St. Victoria 
384-8124 
breutvvood
immediate possession - owner 
eager lo sell this immaculate 4 
bedroom 3 bathroom house on 
■ large (80x90) lot in area of 
impressive homes.
.$72,500 MLS 15122 
TONY FAULKNER 652-2070
SIDNEY SEAVIEW 
Lovely modernized, 1100 sq. ft. 
2 bedroom home, close to the 
beach in the South of Sidney. 
Only $49,900.
MODERN OFFICE ac­
commodation, with elevator, 
avai.labie in Sidney Professional 
■Building. 9775 Fourth .St. Pacific 





tra Her- ca mper-par ts’ ’
Propane Refilling 
Profiled Aluminum
OFFICE, WAREHOUSE and store 
space for rent in Sidney. For 
further information call: 656- 
3956. l-tf
LARGE FAMILY..? 
...Want a ball field?
...Need seclusion?
Our new Ardwell listing may 
fill your bill with 5 bedrooms 




Beautifully treed lot suitable 
for executive or retirement 
home. Overlooks Tsehum 





TO BUY OR SELL 
OR FOR REAL ES'l’ATE 
ASSIS'l'ANCE 
CALL BOB HAGUE 
385-7761 2'l IIiH 
D.I''. Hanley Agencies Ltd. 
' 3'293 Douglas St.
MINI FARM 
GOOD EARTH
In Deep Cove, 2 one acre 
parcels back to back. One 
treed, one cleared. Driveway, 
fence, excellent well. Ready 
for building. As a package 
$43,000.
8459 PATRICIA BAY 
HWY 652-2511f
ARE YOU LONELY? A parent 
without a partner? Interested in 
joining Parents Without Partners? 
For information phone: 656-1705 or 
656-3759. Wednesday evenings, 
coffee, conversation and family 
activities. 40-tf
BINGO K OF P HALL 8 p.m, 
every Thursday. Everybody 
welcome. 1-tf
BINGO EVERY MONDAY night, 
Sanscha Hall, Door 7 p.m. Games 
7:45p.m. Kinsmen Clubof Sidney.
42-tf
FIREPLACE WOOD, cedar posts, 
custom tree falling. $45.00 per 
cord; $25.00 per half cord. 
Delivered. Phone: 656-4213. 1-tf 
——
Quiet gentleman requires bachelor 
suite, urgently wanted for next 
three months, vicinity airport. 
Apply Box V, Sidney Review.
SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE •
2439 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.41-tf
Central Saanich Lions Cash bingo 
every second and fourth Tuesdays, 
7:30 p.m. The Den, corner East 
Saanich and Central Saanich T 
Roads.
Accredited p'iano and recorder 
teacher announces opening of 
Brentwood Area Studio. Please 
call Louise Taylor, 652-3327.
Sidney and North Saanich Garden 
Club Annual Meeting, Election of 
Officers, Monday January 19 - 8 
p.m. Margaret Vaughan • Buch 
Hall.
10 sessions beginning January 16, 
recorder (block flute) classes. 
Please call Louise Taylor. 652-3327.
Two working adults with child in 
need of 3-4 bedroom house in 
Sidney. Rent $400- $500. 479-7679or 
656-6430.
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM 
With private bath, older gen­
tleman. Total abstainer, January 




of farmland and a 
Capo Cod home 
bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. 
Entirely renovated in ox- 
eellent taste. Possibility of 
industrial 'zoning if required, 
A.sking $149,500.









505-5171, n. I’oHllltl 0.50-t2:i0 
595 .5171 T.SiilollvH (150 5882
VERY ATTRACTIVE, lour 
boilrooin, two luvid hoiru). (-(.nnily 
room, two (Iri'plocr:;, two lull 
baths; w-w Ihroucilioul/ cur.tom 
tirapes, cIobo to school anti 
shopping, Try your odor on 
$64,900, Phono; 656 6129. 1-2
BRAND NEW 
3 Bdrms. IVj baths 
9384 Maryland Drive 
No steps in this modern ranoh 
style home. Fully treed lot, 
many many extras. Will 
consider your vacant lot or 
house in trade.






HANDYMAN WITH VjTONwIII do 
odd jobs, clean up, carpentry, 
repairing, digging gardens, etc. 
Sidney area. Phono 656-6640 before 
Ba.m.oraftorSp.m.anyday, Sl-S
SIDNEY NEARLY NEW 





Pole lamp, two shades $25; Nilor 
refectory table, no-mar walnut 
finish $80; Tire chains for 13 in. 
wheels $15; Brass frame tea cart 
$10. Phono 656-1218.
Norcold refrigerator. 30 in. x 30 in. 






clean up. Phono 656- 
SO-tf
WORK WANTED — Tree (nlllng, 
cement work, landscaping by hour 
or contract, Free ostimatos, Call 
304-9737. 33-tf
All wool best quality commercial 
rugging, like now, multi con- 
sorvalivecolour. Reasonable, Also 
two largo awnings. Phono after 
7:00 p.m, 656-5367,
Sidney Handicraft Guild meets 
each Monday, 1-4 p.m. Margaret 




McIntosh, Spartan and Newton, 
Kept at Ihoir peak of freshness in 
cold storage, Saanich Orchards off 
Stolly's X Road, 652-2009,
Single bod, like now, Soaloy unit, 
sloQl frame, walnut headboard; 
one, hostess chair. 656-1334,
AFC CONTRACTORS
Painting, linos, and carpet In­
stallation, 6S6-1016or 303-6B32, 24-tf
All foreign car repairs. English 
cars a spocialty, All work 
gunranloocl, Phono Jon,' 656-5902,
Student with Grade 12, seeks 
nocrelarial work, Typlno, ohor- 
Ihand. Good reforoncos, Phono 656- 
4793,
Malure person bookkeeper ac­
countant av.illablo (or pnri-tirno 
work. Excellent reforoncos, Phono 
656-111111,
Will do housework Brentwood- 
Snanlchlon area, Reforoncos, Own 
Iransportnilon, 652-3003.













19/2 Tovol.1 1200 
firm, 650 11350,
Coupe $1600,00
1950 Ford one Ion flat dock,6cyl, 4 
speed, $050,00 or oflern. See Dove 
oveninns .it .Star Weekly.
1965 Rambler American SInndard 
6,, 4 door, radio, snow llren, good 
working order, very well main­
tained, Fvrnllent gas nilloage. 
Asking $650,00. Phone 6.56-6'/05,
1970 Toyota Corolla waoon. Good 
condition. Seat bolls Ironl and 
hack, trailer hitch. Standard shift, 
$1200,00, 656 1479,
1974 Pontiac Aiilra, ono owner, 
10,000 mlloR, Porfoct cnndlllon. 
$2900,00 Call ovonings, 656-3490,
Baby travel bod, now. $15,00; 
Schick hair dryer, $10,00; twin 
bods, oak headboard and foot, box 
spring mattress $35,00; coffoo 
table, walnut finish $12,00; old 
bottles, books and tins, ole, Two 
suede jackets (ladles) size 12 8.16, 
$10,00 each, Assorted other 
clothing. MIsc, Horns, 656-3277 
Friday and Saturday 10 a.m. - 4 
p.m.
Kirkpatrick - Cole: Mr. and Mrs. 
George Kirkpatrick, North 
Saanich, are very happy to an­
nounce the engagement ot their" 
daughter, Laura Antoinette, 
(Toni), to Mr. Thomas Victor Cole 
(Prince George, B.C.), son of Mr. 
and Mrs. William Cole, also of 
North Saanich. Tho wedding will 
take place late in April in Brent­
wood College Memorial Chapel, 
Brentwood Day, B.C.
I wish lo toko this opportunity lo 
say thank you lo all my friends for 
Ihoir kind visits, gifts and prayers 
during my stay at Rost Havon and 
tho Gorge Hospital, and, wo ns a 
family want lo wish all tho very 
best for 1976. Thank you:- Mrs. 
Willioms, 045 Birch Rd,
Trunk; walnut (ramod sectional; 
tub clioslorf iold; carpet; 
children's bikos, o|c, 656-5330, ,
M icn b 11 bn bni
CASH FOR PIANOS or player 
pianos, any condition. 477-6439, 26-, 
tf
World foreign coins bought. Phono 
656 4346 .iflor 6 p.m.





piano In any cnndlllon.
Boy's cub unllorm size ll, 656-1440,
Helpi^Wahted
Machinist Mechanic wanlerl 
Canoe Cove Marina, 6S6-.5566,
Woman wanted lo babysit oc­
casional days or evenings Iti my 
borne. Baby nirl Is 9 months old, 
Transportation provided, 656-1401,
Mrs. W.J. Basbor and family wish 
to thank all their friends and 
neighbours for all the help and 
sympathy In tho sad loss of a loved 
husband, (alhor and grandfather. 
Thanks for the many cards and 
notes of sympathy, Sincere thanks 
lo the Pallhoarors, Canadian 
Legion No, 37, tho Sidney 
Soronadors, and all who helped lo 
ease our griol; also thanks to Dr, 





EVA MARIA COPITHORNE, 
DECEASED
NOTICE is hereby given lo 
creditors and others having 
claims against Iho oslato of the 
above named deceased, who 
died In Sidney, British 
Columbia, on Novomhor 24, 
1975, aro horohy required lo 
send them, properly verified, 
lo McKimm .3nd Slovenson, 
Barrir.lors and Sollcllorr,, at 
9030 Fourth SIroot, Sidney, 
B.C. before the 25lh day of 
February, 1976 after whlcli 
dale the Executors will 
distrihulo the said estate 
<1111(111(1 Ihe parlies enlilled 
Iherelo, having regard only lo 
Iho claims of which Ihey then 
have nollce,
Alexander Buckley and 
lieiiliicu tj, Parlhy 
Executors
MCKIMM a, STEVENSON 
iiulkilers
1-3
JEAN AND ED MACKENZIE 
“The funny thing—’’ hollers 
skipper Bob Armstrong, over 
the noise of the boat’s engine,, 
“--is that so few people know 
about it.’’
Bob is the owner-opera tor of 
three small blue and white 
ferries that ply the waters of 
Nanaimo Harbour on Van­
couver Island. And the “it” 
that not many people know 
about is surely the most easily 
accessible of British 
Columbia’s marine parks — 
Newcastle Island.
Most marine parks are the 
exclusive preserve of boat 
owners and their fortunate 
friends, but Newcastle Island, 
a 10-minute, 50-cent per- 
pas$enger ferry ride, from 
downtown Nanaimo,^ is for 
everybody.
During the busy summer 
months the ferry leaves 
Newcastle every hour on the 
hour, making two stops on the 
Nanaimo side: one at the 
Commercial Dock near the 
Bastion and the other at the 
back of the Arena off Comox 
Road where there is a small 
picnic area and plenty of 
parking space.' In spring and 
I'all when the traffic is lighter, 
the ferry makes its round trip 
once every two hours.
The park’s 760 acres of 
grass, beach and, woods are 
reserved for pedestrians only. 
Though there are mooring 
buoys and dock facilities for 
boaters, cars must be left on 
the Nanaimo shore. 'Those who 
wish louse one of the park’s 18 
campsites should be prepared 
to back-pack the few hundred 
yards from, ferry dock to 
camping area and to replenish 
tlieir supplies by a ferry trip 
across to town.
Newcastle has long been a 
favourite spot for family for 
group outings. 'There arc two 
playing fields, a cooking 
shelter, plenty of picnic 
tables,- washroom fiicilitics, 
children’s swimming pool and 
a chango-house.
The natural beauty of tlie 
island is its greatest cliarm. 
Broad, well-marked trails 
entice tlie explorer deep into 
the forest of evergreen, ar­
butus and maple trees, while 
(he beacli trail skirls tlie 
eastern shore,
Newcastle is rich in history 
and traces of its past can still 
bo seen Uxlay, In the nortliern 
cliffs are sandstone caves 
which were used as an Indian 
burial ground when this part 
of the coast was the wild 
domain (if tlie "S’lienymous". 
It was an Indian too — later 
known fis tlie “Coal Tyee” — 
wlio first showed tlio wliite 
men wliere to find flic "rock 
that hums".
Canny Governor James 
Douglas, immedifitoly aware
of the importance of such a 
discovery, wrote hastily from 
Fort Victoria in 1852, directing 
his subordinate Joseph 
McKay ‘ to proceed with all 
possible diligence .... and 
formally take possession of
the Coal Beds ..... for and on
behalf of the Hudson’s Bay 
Company.”
In the following year the 
durable little Nanaimo 
Bastion was built beside the 
coal beds and construction 
started on the first wooden 
shanties that were to become 
the second city of Vancouver 
Island.
Coal was found on the 
harbour islands as well, and 
Newcastle Island was named 
after the rich coal dsposits of 
England’s Newcastle-on- 
Tyne._
As well as supplying coal for ~ 
HBC ships. Royal Navy 
vessels and the crowded 
steamers of the gold rush 
days, Newcastle provided 
sandstone for some of the first 
public buildings on the Pacific 
Coast. The sandstone was of 
such high quality that it could 
“be heated white hot and 
plunged into cold water 
without shattering.” Columns 
30 feet long were cut from the 
island quarries and shipped 
south to be used in building the 
Mint alSan Francisco. There 
they survived even the 
disastrous earthquake of 1906.
Newcastle supplied grind­
stones for use in early pulp 
mills and huge disks of rock 
are today displayed on the 
grass near the park entrance. 
Abandoned now and 
overgrown, the quarries are a 
jumble of neat round holes, 
sliaped chunks and fragments 
of columns. 'They look as if 
some giant housewife had 
suddenly fired of culling out 
lier enormous sugar cookies 
and tossed the pieces of dough 
.aside lo petrify. Rainwater 
I has filled the depressions and 
the precise circular pools aro 






Chock OUT prices 
before yon buy or sell anylbliif^
— USED FURNITURE — 'T.V.’S 
TOOLS — WHAT HAVE YOU.
APPLIANCIdS.
FOR IMIOIMPT FREE ESTIMATES PHONE 1W2.171I
We reserve the right 
to limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 a.m. to 6'.00 p.m.


































Before World War II, wlion 
flic coal was gone and the 
sandstone market failed, 
NewcasUe bo'came a holiday 
spot for thousands wlio came 
l)y steamer from Vancouver 
and Victoria, 'The Moonlight 
Cruise to Newcastlo was a 
popular excursion, wltlv, 
(lancing in tlie Pavilion and 
lea in tlie long-vanished 'Tea 
Garden. After the wiir tlie city 
of Nanaimo preserved the 
island as a, park mid later 
turned if over fo Ihe provincial 
goveniment to he developed 








(ThisTRAVELB.O, story is 
one of a series [irovided by llie 
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Silver Thread News 
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bent JESPERSEN, reputed to be one of the 
most highly qualified shipwrights on the B.C. 
coast lives and works in Sidney. He recently 
took time off in his shop to show a Review 
photographer a William Garden designed
sloop he is currently building for Doctor Alex 
Bauelas. The wooden hulled vessel is 24’4” on 
deck, draws four feet and is 8’6” in beam. She 
will be gaff-rigged and is cedar planked on 
bent oak frames.
WOOD BUFFALO 
Canada’s largest national 
park, called Wood Buffalo, is 
located in Alberta and the 
Northwest Territories and is 
home of the largest remaining 
herd of bison on the dontinent.
Mon. Jan. 19 9 a.m. - Centre 
open. 10 a.m..- (luilting, 
ceramics, dancing for fun. 
Noon - lunch. 1 p.m. - French, 
ceramics. 2 p.m. - films.
Tues. Jan. 20 9 a.m. - Centre 
open. 10 a.m. - oil painting, 
serenaders practice. Noon - 
lunch. 1 p.m. - watercolours - 
oils. 1:15 p.m. - whist. 7 p.m. - 
shuffleboard.
Wed. Jan. 21 9 a.m. - Centre 
open. 10 a.m. - rug hooking, 
novelties. 10:20 a.m. - mah- 
jongg. Noon - hot dinner. 1 
p.m. - discussion group. 2 p.m.
- concert with the McQuillan 
Bros. 7 p.m. - band practice.
Thurs. Jan. 22 9 a.m. - 
Centre open. 10 a.m. - liquid 
embroidery - weaving. Noon - 
lunch. 1 p.m. - dressmaking, 
bridge. 7 p.m. - crib.
Fri. Jan. 23 9 a.m. - Centre 
open. 10 a.m. - needlepoint, 
keep fit, quilting, macrame. 
Noon - lunch. 1 p.m. - knitting. 
1:30 p.m. - stretch & sew, 
crochet. 2 p.m. - jacko. 7 p.m. - 
evening cards.
Sat. Jan. 24 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
open for drop-ins.
Sun. Jan. 25 1 p.m. to4 p.m. 
open for drop-ins.
MacFARLAND ‘APALLED’
The Capital Regional 
District submitted its 
preliminary budget for 1970 to 
Central Saanich council 
Monday, and council was not 
at all happy with the almost 
$3-million dollar increase.
“I’m appalled,’’ said 
Alderman George Mac­
Farland, summing up the
general response of council to 
the proposed provincial 
budget of $10.7 million, a 37 
per cent increase from the 
1975 budget of $7.8 million.
The preliminary budget was 
not unanimously supported by 
the C.R.D., and Alderman 
Donald MacLaurin hoped that 
it will be “ruthlessly attacked.
We Buy And Sell Eveiything
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture, 
Appliances^ Tools, What Have You.
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE
2372 BEACON AVL 65S.362I







with fully equipped 
kitchens, cable TV, 
phone, free parking 
and view balconies. 
All this for $18.00 
single and $4.00 per 
additional guest ... 
with complimentary 
coffee and tea ser­
vice for your added 
enjoyment. On your 
next visit to Van­
couver stay down­
town at the
Mayfair Hotel located at Hornby and Robson Streets.
For r(\servations, write to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby SI., Vancouver 1, B.C. or Phone area 604-687-6751.
Building Maintenance Contractors Electrical
Graceful, modern lines afford much room in this Garden 







1835 John Rd., North Saanich
AJAX




AAax. Temp. (Jan. 8-9-10) 







ending Jan. ll. Furnished by the 
Research Station, Sidney.
FULFORD HARBOR" TIDFS
Environment Service for the 









FARM FRESH POULTRY - MILK 
PRODUCE & BREAD DAILY
STUEAKLESS CLEANERS






Max. Temp. (Jan. 10) 
Min. Temp. (Jan. ll) 



























Industrial • Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 





Wed. 14 0515 10.8 0855 10.1 1240 10.7 2100 1.6
Thurs. 15 0535 11.1 0950 10.0 1330 10.7 2135 1.2
Fri. 16 0605 11.3 1030 9.7 1430 10.6 • 2220 1.0
Sat. 17 0625 11.5 1125 9.2 1520 10.3 2255 1.2
Sat. 17 0625 11.5 1125 9.2 1430 10.6 2255 1.2'
Sun. 18 0645 11.6 1200 8.5 1620 9.9 2340 1.6
Mon. 19 0715 11.6 1255 7.7 1725 9.4
Tues. 20 0010 2.4 ’ 0740 11.7 1350 6.7 1835 ■8.8













GRADE B EGGS 2 .10. 1.79 
UTILITY GRADE FRYERS ib 85^
MARSHALL'S





I For any job, also all phases j 





SAFER NIGHT DRIVING 
SUPER HEADLIGHTS 
TIMES BRIGHTER.










Robert S}/. Roper, D.C. 
2448 Beacon Ave. 
^dney- 656^611
A.SA BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting
For the Peninsula, Phone 
KURT STRICKER 





























New Homos & Cabinets Custom build 






„ , i -< "*‘4;
Clive Wateon Can Fit Your Car With Super Lighis 
For Less Than You Think.
FLINT MOTORS LTD.








All Repairs-Any size Boat and 










necializing in Hot Water 
Seating'



















8093 Alex Road, Saaniclilon
_____J(M10NE 652-225L






“no job to larsleV 
or too small”'
Landscaping
10131 McDonald Park Rd.
:656-2651
656-5811
More Instore Specials 
No Limits on Purchases While Quantities Last
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK





Plough — Post Holes 
Loading




Clean up - vvindow cleaning 
enrpet sliampooiiig 
Painting Lawn Service - 



















DENCH New and 01(1 Roofs Applied, Roidirs
EXCAVATING LTD. FUEIO ESTIMATIOSiir)2-’23r)8
© BACK IIOF VICTORIA 01USFL
WORK .siorvicf: l ri).
24110 MI.SI.MIchnol
• CAT WORK R.R, 1 Snnnlchlnn, n,C,
UEFA IRS 'I'O:
• TRUCKING
19131 McDonald Fark Rtl.
Heavy Dirty E'lnlpmenl 
IMeasiireCnifl Fewer Units
A SIIOF ON WHEELS
656-2651 AT REASONABLE RATES Call Roy Howard al;




Ropnirs ■ Any sl^o Itoni end 
Irnllnr cusiilnns • custom mnelo 
(urnlluro,






& Golf Course Construe)ion











25 years expcrleiieo 
' Rcsiilonlial: Cormiiei’cipl 
Induslrial







• ' FILTER BEDS 
SEWER-STORM DRAINS 
. W/!\TER. IJNBS ,, ,





Dlapoanl Field Doalons 
Inatnilollon A, Repairs 
Free IHstlmotoa 




For Lawn Mower and 
linme Appliances Repairs 
(l.arge Ik .Small)
IMcase call our aiisvvoriag 
Kci'vieo 384-7333 
Pick up and Delivery on 








loahnicinn with tIB yanro 





























Best Quality Meat 
and Groceries
2335 Amity Dr. 
Cor. Pat ; Bay Hwy.
,10:00 a.m. till 7:00 p.m. 




For service and repairs to all 
makes of Sewing Machines. 25 
years experience. Complete 
check-up, cleaning, oiling. 
$10.00 also buy & sell. 656- 
6195.
RENOVATIONS
Carpentry Finishing or 
Rough
Painting Spray or Brush 
Masonry Rock or Brick.
656-3297 or 479-2143
COM-PAK Cabinets
Specializing in new 
cabinets and also refacing 
of existing cabinets at 
substantial savings. Phone 


















Mnrlno radio, rodnr, nuto 
pilots,
Industrial process, control; 
chomicnl, pneumatic, oloc- 
Ironic




9732 First St. Sidney 
Occupylno Undo Dudley's 
PromlsoD
Lampshades - Lamp 
Rocovorino • Repairs (iri0-(l2ir)
|.|:LEX0v.0p
E HTEI» TO , ^
BETTER HEAl/ni 
MrH. Oorotliy RronkH 
No. U»'2 • 9861 Third Ht. 
656-25L5
SIDNEY GLASS
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CARPETS & LINO
multi-coloured, hi-low sculptured 
shag, 100% nylon... $g95 sq. yd.
good selection of roll ends in 
many varieties of piles and < 
colours at regular price. /









level loop rubber back nylon 4
carpet for the do-it-yourselfer.... ^^
$J5Q sq. yd.j
level loop sculptured nylon j
carpet, jute back.... $g95 sq. yd. j
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATES | 




2 pc. modern with loose cushions, 
tartan plaid cover, walnut show 
wood, luggage look.... ^459^^
direct from our warehouse, 2 pc.
hi back sets .... $|9900 to $29900
? ■
colonial rocking love seat,
\ autumn tone, floral, coil 
\ spring construction....$^Q^00
f
2 pc. Spanish black S gold, hi- 
arm, pillow back....  ^489^^
PLUS MANY, MANY MORE!
T.V. & STEREO
quaser hi-styled portable 
> 16" cdlour T.V.
in line tube.... $47900
Quasar colonial credenza consol 
26" colour in heritage maple 
finish.... $999^^
Admiral 10" black 3 white
%
swivel portable.... $JQ9®® ^
Admiral 26" colour console / 
rich pine finish.... $g99^® 7
Sanyo 40 watt am-fm with play/ 






MAHRESS & BOX SPRING '•
Simmons slumber king - queen size .... $259°°
Simmons top continental garland unit - 3' 3" on legs ... $J39°^
Grange blue mist ensemble - complete with rug roller 
frame 8 choice of headboard.... $ J59°^
Grange chiropractic box spring & mattress - never on sale, 
but always your best buy -

















6 pc. solid rattan den grouping 
(3 pc. loose cushion sectional, 
club chair, corner table, 
end table.... $4^9°°
black & walnut Spanish tables... 
arborite tops, hex., coffee, lamp... 
p $4995 each
if '
1^ colonial maple arborite step end 
I and coffee tables.... $2^00 each
Xf swivel rockers - 
recliner chairs - 




BEDROOM SETS & 
DINING ROOM SETS
Low Prices You Would Never Expect To Find Ou.
Simmons Executive Ilidc-A-Hed - Contemporary Style - 
Slumber Kint! Mattress. ^419'*°
Sealy Colonial Plaid Sofa-Bed In Tarian Black & Wliitc ^369“
!l pc. Walnut Mediterranean Style - Triple Dresser, Chest & 
Panel Bed. ^359*^
:i pc. Walnut Spanish Style ^179** I
:i pc. Walnut D. Dresser Set 449'**’
5 pc. Dinette Seis - Hi Back Chairs *159™
x,
5 pc. Dinette Sets - Swivel Chairs Wltli Oval Talile. *289™ "1
.'i pc. Maple Aiiiorite Set *249™ :1
)» pc. Fr. Provincial Dinlii)' Um. Set In Cherry Friiltwood ■ 
Elcftant Style With Cane Back Clialrs. ‘ 459999
Simmons Vale Ilide-A-Bed. *436™ :
Simmons Clifton Ilide-A-Bed *419™





IlO” Moffat Deluxe Self Cleaning Range With Automatic Oven- 
Uotisserie. 2 large elements - Variable Broil. *499™ I
:i0” Admiral SUindard Oven - Auto Cook Oven Control ■ Infinite ■
Heat Elements. *309™ |
:i0’’ Inglls Royal Continuous Clean With Rotisserie & Ment Probe i 
Harvest Gold. *439“ *
Moffat GormetaOO With Self Clean Oven - The Works. *788™ I I
McClary Waslier - Heavy Duty 2 Speed Water Level Control J i 
Temp. Selection. *429'’^ '
McClary Heavy Duty III Automatic Dryer - Permanent Press '1
Program *244“ '
Refrigerators - All Reduced In Price. *
............... ............................. |.
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